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Electron correlations are the root of many interesting phenomena in materials, including
phase transitions such as superconductivity and insulator-to-metal transitions, which are
of great interest both for scientific understanding and for many applications. Such phase
transitions can often be tailored in thin films, in which the geometry of the material is
limited in one dimension. By studying how the physical structure of a thin film a↵ects its
correlated electron response, it is possible to obtain useful insight into both the nature of
the electron correlations present in the material and how to control them for various
applications. Niobium, an elemental superconductor, has the highest critical temperature
and lower critical field of the naturally-occurring superconductors, making it attractive
for many applications, particularly in the superconducting radio frequency (SRF)
community. Several niobium-based compounds are also superconductors of interest;
while the bulk materials are fairly well-understood, there is still a great deal to learn
regarding the e↵ects of the microstructure of thin films of these materials on their
superconducting properties. Another niobium compound, niobium dioxide, exhibits a
phase transition from a room-temperature insulating state to a high-temperature
metallic state. Such insulator-to-metal transitions are not well-understood, even in bulk,
and there is a great deal of debate over the mechanism that drives them. Experimental
studies on niobium dioxide thin films are still somewhat rare and thus have the potential
to contribute a great deal to the understanding of the mechanisms behind the transition.
This dissertation presents structure-property correlation studies on niobium and niobium
compound superconducting thin films such as those discussed above, and also reports on
the first experimental studies of the light-induced insulator-to-metal transition in
niobium dioxide.
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Electron interactions are responsible for a number of interesting behaviors in materi-
als, including both conventional and high-temperature superconductivity, magnetism, and
insulator-to-metal transitions, several of which manifest themselves in niobium and various
of its compounds. Niobium (Nb) itself is a Type II superconductor, with the highest crit-
ical temperature (TC) and the highest lower critical field (HC1) of the naturally-occurring
elemental superconductors [1]; many niobium-based compounds also exhibit Type II super-
conductivity [2], including (but certainly not limited to) niobium nitride (NbN), niobium
titanium (NbTi), niobium titanium nitride (NbTiN), niobium tin (Nb3Sn), and, interest-
ingly, niobium monoxide (NbO) [3, 4]. Various properties of these superconductors, which
will be defined in Chapter 2, are summarized in Table 1.1; several of these materials will
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
NbO is only one of several oxides that elemental Nb may form. The most common of
these, niobium pentoxide (Nb2O5), is a very good dielectric and is often used in capacitors
[9], but a less common niobium oxide is of potentially even greater interest. Niobium
dioxide (NbO2) is what is known as a highly correlated material ; in such materials, the
2TABLE 1.1: Bulk superconducting properties of Nb and several Nb-based compounds. Values
listed are taken from [2, 3, 5–10]; those left blank have not been reported.
Material TC HC1(0) HC Hsh HC2(0)  L ⇠
K Oe Oe Oe Oe nm nm
Nb 9.23 1800 2000 2100 4000 50 22
NbN 16.2 200 2300 1600 150,000 200 4
NbTi 9.5 148,000
NbTiN 17.5 300 150,000 151
Nb3Sn 18 500 5400 4100 300,000 111 4.2
NbO 1.6 140
standard non-interacting approaches (e.g. the free electron approximation or mean field
theory) do not adequately describe the properties of the materials, which are determined
by electron interactions. In particular, NbO2 is one of several highly correlated materials
that exhibits an insulator-to-metal transition (IMT), with changes to both the electronic
and the crystal lattice structure. The most extensively studied1 of these, vanadium dioxide
(VO2), will often be used as a point of comparison in this dissertation, as the two materials
are structurally quite similar and display many of the same properties [11]. The most
interesting di↵erence, though, is the temperature at which the IMT occurs: in bulk VO2,
the transition occurs at 340 K, while in NbO2 it does not occur until 1080 K, possibly
indicating other advantageous di↵erences from VO2 [11].
While all of the above information is given for bulk materials, the work presented in
this dissertation deals with thin films. The simplest definition of a thin film is a material
that is constrained in one dimension; this physical constraint often leads to unique prop-
erties, and the process by which a thin film is created provides the ability to modify many
of these properties. Thin films are therefore useful for understanding how a material’s
1A Google Scholar search for “VO2” and “vanadium dioxide” returns 8,820 and 7,780 articles, respec-
tively, from 2016 alone.
3structure a↵ects its properties, and in many cases are of great interest for application.
The following sections discuss such scientific and application-based interest in Nb and sev-
eral Nb compound thin films, both those that exhibit superconductivity and those that
undergo an insulator-to-metal transition.
1.1 Superconducting Niobium and Niobium Compound
Thin Films
Nb and related thin films are of great interest for many applications, particularly
in the superconducting radio frequency (SRF) community for use in particle accelerators
[12–15]. In order to understand the interest in such thin films, however, an understanding
of the current state of SRF cavity technology must be developed.
Before the 1960s, early particle accelerators used radio frequency (RF) cavities made
of a conventional conductor, often copper (Cu) [16]. While such cavities have good thermal
conductivity - which is important to dissipate the heat generated by the RF power in the
cavity before it can damage the cavity interior - they also have a not-insignificant surface
resistance, which contributes to heating e↵ects. Such cavities were cooled with water, but
as liquid helium and liquid helium-cooled superconductors became more commonplace,
research into SRF cavities began. The first SRF cavity was a Cu cavity electroplated with
superconducting lead (TC = 7.19 K); now, bulk Nb is the preferred material [16].
1.1.1 Bulk SRF Cavities
The primary advantage of an SRF cavity over a traditional conducting cavity is a
dramatically improved quality (Q) factor. The Q factor, a common method for quantifying
the quality of an RF cavity, is the ratio of energy stored in the cavity to the energy lost
4in one RF period, and is inversely proportional to the surface resistance of the cavity
material. Traditional Cu cavities have a Q value of ⇠104; the RF surface resistance of
a superconducting cavity is on the order of 5 orders of magnitude lower than that of a
conventional conductor, resulting in typical Q factors of ⇠109 for SRF cavities2 [16]. This
results in more RF power to the accelerating field of an SRF cavity, leading to increased
performance over a traditional RF cavity.
A simplified schematic of the magnetic field geometry inside an SRF cavity is shown
in Figure 1.1. In the primary accelerating mode (TM010), the magnetic field is parallel to
and at its maximum at the interior cavity surface. Therefore, the fundamental limitation
on SRF cavities is determined by the superheating field, Hsh, of the surface material used.
This superheating field limit in turn determines the maximum accelerating field gradient
that the cavity can sustain.
RF Power In 
FIG. 1.1: Simplified picture of the magnetic field geometry in an SRF cavity. Arrows represent
the direction of the electric field, while ⌦ and   represent the direction of the magnetic field
(into and out of the plane depicted, respectively). The dotted line through the center of the
cavity is the path traveled by the particles being accelerated.
Nb is an excellent material for use in bulk SRF cavities - it is fairly abundant, and as
noted above, it has the highest critical temperature (TC = 9.23 K) and the highest lower
critical field (HC1 = 1800 Oe) of the elemental superconductors. Additionally, Nb is com-
2Although not used in accelerators, cavities with a Q factor greater than 1011 have been reported [17].
5paratively easy to refine and machine, although the preparation of SRF cavities requires
a highly specialized process, which is thoroughly explained in Chapter 6 of Reference [16].
The SRF community has steadily improved the quality of bulk Nb cavities, which are now
very near the theoretical limit of Eacc ⇡ 50 MV/m [18]. Because this field gradient can
no longer be significantly increased by further improvements in bulk Nb cavities, the next
generation of SRF cavities being considered use thin film coatings on the interior surface
of a cavity. There are two main proposed schemes for such coatings, both discussed below.
1.1.2 Thin Film-Coated SRF Cavities
The first coating method being considered is to use a single thick layer (⇠1 µm) of a
superconducting film over a traditional Cu RF cavity. This scheme would allow accelerators
to take advantage of copper’s good thermal conductivity while still utilizing the benefits of
a superconducting inner surface in the cavity, and also reduces the material cost of cavity
production [16, 19]. Using a superconducting coating also provides greater freedom in
the choice of superconductor: Nb can certainly be used, but other superconductors with
higher TC that are not necessarily feasible in bulk may be used as well [19]. Work on
coated cavities has been ongoing since 1980, when CERN first sputter-coated a Cu cavity
with Nb; while great improvements have been made since then, all coated cavities have
displayed what is termed a Q-slope [19]. As depicted in Figure 1.2, the Q-slope is the
strong field dependence of a cavity’s Q factor, which limits cavity performance at high
fields. Another issue with thin film coatings is surface quality: sharp surface features or
surface contamination can act as RF antennae, creating thermal e↵ects that can ultimately
lead to quenching (sudden, complete expulsion from the superconducting state) [16].
A second coating method, proposed in 2006, uses stacks of alternating superconducting-
insulating-superconducting (SIS) thin films to “shield” a bulk Nb cavity, e↵ectively increas-
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FIG. 1.2: Representative plot showing cavity Q as a function of accelerating field.
ing the maximum field gradient that the cavity can sustain, and theoretically flattening
the Q-slope of the cavity, thereby lessening the drop in cavity performance at high fields
[20]. This SIS model, a schematic of which is shown in Figure 1.3, uses thin layers of a
superconducting thin film with TC and HC1 higher than that of Nb to attenuate the mag-
netic field before it reaches the bulk cavity; the even thinner insulating layers (⇠2 nm)
e↵ectively pin any magnetic vortices that form in the superconducting layer above them,
preventing that magnetic flux from penetrating the next superconducting layer. The thick-
ness of the superconducting layers is determined by the London penetration depth,  L, of
the material; as discussed further in Chapters 2 and 4, superconducting thin films that are
thinner than this fundamental material property exhibit an enhancement in their lower
critical field when in a parallel field geometry, such as in an SRF cavity [20].
Several of the materials listed in Table 1.1, such as NbN, NbTiN, and Nb3Sn, are
7Bulk Nb S S I I 
FIG. 1.3: Schematic of proposed SIS cavity coating. The solid blue line represents the magnetic
field strength as it passes from the interior of the SRF cavity, through the SIS structures, and
into the bulk SRF cavity.
possible candidates for the superconducting layers, as are non-Nb-based superconductors,
such as MgB2. The enhancement in HC1 necessary for the SIS model has been experi-
mentally seen in single-layer MgB2 films [21], and NbN/MgO/Nb/MgO multilayers have
been seen to provide some magnetic shielding beyond the HC1 of Nb [22]. As discussed
above, controlling the surface of the film coating is crucial for good SRF performance;
when dealing with multilayered structures, however, this becomes more of a challenge, as
the underlying layers influence the surface morphology of the top layer [22].
Both methods described here require an understanding of how the surface morphology
and microstructure of thin films a↵ects their superconducting performance, and then care-
ful control of the microstructure during the growth process. A great deal of information
can be obtained from studying the structure of small samples and their resulting proper-
ties, which can then be translated to full cavity coating deposition systems. In many cases,
such systems are also capable of growing witness samples, which are a more convenient
size and geometry for characterization, to allow confirmation of the microstructure and
superconducting performance from a given set of deposition conditions.
81.2 Insulator-to-Metal Transition in Niobium Diox-
ide Thin Films
Despite their name, many transition-metal oxides (so named due to the metals’ po-
sition in the periodic table) are in fact insulators at room temperature [23]; such unusual
behavior was attributed to the strong Coulomb repulsion present in the partially-filled d
band of the oxides [24]. This strong correlation between electrons gave rise to the name
“highly correlated materials” now used to describe such materials and many others. It
was later shown that many of these oxides exhibit an insulator-to-metal transition (IMT)
that can be induced by heat, voltage, pressure, or ultrashort light pulses [25–27]. Of these,
vanadium dioxide (VO2) has long been the material of greatest interest - the relatively
low transition temperature (340 K) makes it easy to transition for experimental studies,
as well as very attractive for a number of applications, including ultrafast switches and
sensors [28–30].
Despite decades of research into the IMT of VO2, there remains a great deal of de-
bate over which mechanism - structural (Peierls) or electronic (Mott) - actually drives
the transition [31, 32]. Despite time resolution on the time scale of electron interactions
(as compared to the longer phonon interactions that are part of the structural transfor-
mation), even ultrafast pump-probe studies - first attempted in 1971 [26] and continuing
to the present day [33–40] - have failed to definitively resolve this debate. Theoretical
investigation into VO2 has also been unable to identify the driving mechanism of the IMT
[41], leading to recent interest in related materials, such as NbO2 [27, 31].
Based on Nb, which is a 4d transition metal rather than a 3d transition metal like
V, NbO2 should have slightly weaker electron correlations than VO2, making theoretical
calculations comparatively more manageable [27]. Further, the much higher transition
9temperature of NbO2 (1080 K) may allow for separate resolution of the electronic response
and the structural (often thermally-induced) response in ultrafast studies of the IMT. This
higher transition temperature is also potentially useful for applications in which device
operating temperatures are higher than the transition temperature of VO2 [42]. Despite the
advantages to studying NbO2, however, there are only a few studies available in literature
[9, 42–46], and, until recently [11], no sub-picosecond-resolution investigations; there is
therefore a great deal of information that could be obtained through further experimental
work.
1.3 Scope of Dissertation
This dissertation presents experimental studies on the e↵ects of electron correlations
and the resulting phase transitions - from the normal to the superconducting or from
the low-temperature insulating to the high-temperature metallic state - in Nb and Nb
compound thin films. Chapter 2 discusses electron behavior in materials and the result-
ing phase transitions of interest, while Chapter 3 introduces the primary experimental
methods used to grow and characterize the thin films studied; later chapters focus on each
individual type of phase transition. Chapter 4 presents results from structure-property cor-
relation studies on several series of superconducting thin films, two of which have already
been published in peer-reviewed journals [5, 15]. Chapter 5 discusses insulator-to-metal
transitions and presents studies - the first of their kind - on the ultrafast light-induced
transition in NbO2 thin films, as well as comparisons to VO2. Additional work related to
the superconducting thin films can be found in References [47] and [48], while Reference
[49] provides an in-depth study of the light-induced IMT in VO2 and suggests a direction
for continuing the work presented here on NbO2.
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CHAPTER 2
Electron Behavior in Materials
2.1 Early Theories of Electrons in Metals
Prior to the turn of the 20th century, there was no good explanation for the properties
of solid materials. The discovery of the electron by J. J. Thomson in 1897 [50], though,
initiated the development of increasingly accurate theoretical descriptions of solids.
In 1900, P. Drude adapted the highly-successful kinetic theory of gases to metals with
one necessary change [51–53]. In the existing theory, all of the molecules were assumed
to be identical; with the discovery of the electron, this was clearly not the case in metals.
Drude assumed metals to be comprised of two kinds of particles - the negatively-charged
electrons and some other type of particle with the positive charge needed to cancel the
electron charge and make the metal electrically neutral [51]. He further assumed that the
positive charges were stationary, predictive of the crystal lattices first seen in 1913 by W.
H. and W. L. Bragg [54]; the electrons could therefore be treated as a free electron gas
[51].
In the Drude model, electrons are treated as largely non-interacting, both with other
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electrons and with the positively charged ions. The only time the electrons interact with
another particle is when they collide. As in the kinetic gas theory, electron collisions are
instantaneous, but contrary to collisions in a gas, the electrons do not collide with like
particles; rather, they only interact with the positive ions in the metal [51].
Even this highly simplistic model shows good agreement with many experimental
results, particularly for DC and AC electrical conductivity, among other material prop-
erties1. The model fails, however, to handle some thermodynamic properties of metals,
especially the specific heat, which caused concern about the accuracy of the Drude model
for a quarter of a century [51]; it would require quantum mechanics and resulting concepts
to resolve this issue.
The Pauli exclusion principle - a purely quantum mechanical concept - was proposed
in 1925 to account for electron behavior that was not yet understood [55]. This new
classification of electrons as fermions led, three years later, to A. Sommerfeld’s application
of the resulting Fermi-Dirac statistics to Drude’s free electron model (which uses the
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics that worked so well for the kinetic theory of gases) for metals
[56]. This resolved the worst of the thermal problems from the Drude model, but there
were still a number of properties of metals that free electron models could not account
for, including the temperature-dependence of DC conductivity and why some materials
are metals and others are not [51].
The following year, in an attempt to answer these questions, F. Bloch began studying
the motion of electrons in a periodic crystal lattice, such as those found in metallic solids
[57], with a periodicity of R, i.e.
r+R = r . (2.1)
1While full derivation of all material properties described by the models discussed here is far too lengthy
for this dissertation, a partial derivation of concepts relevant to the work presented will be included in the
following sections. Interested readers may consult [51] or a similar text for other derivations.
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Such a lattice can be treated as a periodic potential
U(r+R) = U(r) , (2.2)
and Bloch considered each electron in a material as obeying a single-electron Schro¨dinger
equation for such a potential [51]. Bloch’s Theorem states that the solutions to this
equation - the eigenstates of the electron - can be chosen to have the same periodicity as
the underlying lattice,
 nk(r) = e
ik·runk(r) , unk(r+R) = unk(r) , (2.3)
where k is the wave vector of the electron. Substituting this wavefunction into the
Schro¨dinger equation yields a set of discrete energies, ✏nk; the energies for a given n are
called the bands of the material [51].
The Bloch treatment of electrons accounts for the temperature-dependence of DC
conductivity that the Sommerfeld theory could not explain [58], and also explains the
di↵erence between metals and non-metals [59]. In metals, some electronic bands are only
partially filled, while in non-metals, all bands are either completely filled or completely
empty. This is the root of the band gap in insulators - there is some energy gap between
the filled and unfilled energy bands; in metals, the partially-filled bands overlap, so there
is no gap in the energy levels [51]. The di↵erence between the highest and lowest occupied
energy levels or quantum states is called the Fermi energy ; this energy level lies in the
band gap of insulators, but is within the overlapping bands in a metal [51].
It is important to note here that Bloch electrons are not completely independent,
although their wavefunctions are. In this approximation, the major interactions between
electrons are absorbed into the choice of periodic potential, implying that the electrons
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themselves exhibit some sort of periodic behavior [51]. This then gives the first hint at
the importance of electron correlations to material properties, which will be discussed in
the following sections in greater detail for two specific types of materials: conventional
superconductors, and those materials that exhibit an insulator-to-metal transition. While
the theory and understanding of these classes of materials proceeded somewhat in parallel,
the discovery of superconductivity occurred first, making it a natural starting point for
the following discussions.
2.2 Theory of Superconductivity
As stated above, the conductivity (and therefore the resistivity) of a metal displays
some temperature dependence; as shown in Figure 2.1, a normal metal will always have
some inherent resistance, even at absolute zero. Superconductors, however, display a sharp
decrease in resistance at some critical temperature TC , below which the material has no
resistance (i.e. infinite, “super” conductance). This phenomenon, first observed by H. K.













FIG. 2.1: Resistance as a function of temperature for normal and superconducting materials.
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Two decades later, in 1933, W. Meissner and R. Ochensfeld observed the magnetic
field of superconductors and found that, as the material transitioned from the normal
state to the superconducting state, any applied magnetic field was expelled [61]. This
behavior, shown in Figure 2.2, is now known as the Meissner e↵ect and indicates that
superconductors are not simply ideal conductors; as such, their magnetic response is not
completely described by classical electrodynamics.
In the simplest case, when a superconductor is in the superconducting state and in the
presence of an applied magnetic field, it creates surface currents and thus a magnetic field
to cancel the applied field. This continues as the applied field increases up to some critical
field value HC .2 Above this point, however, the material returns to the normal state,




T > TC   H > HC 
T < TC   H < HC 
FIG. 2.2: Behavior of an externally-applied magnetic field in a superconductor in the normal
state (top) and the superconducting, or Meissner, state (bottom) .
2H and B = µH are used somewhat interchangeably - both here and in the greater superconductivity
community - as superconductors are treated as perfect diamagnets, i.e. |H| = |B|.
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In reality, superconductors respond in one of two ways to an externally-applied mag-
netic field, leading to a practical way of classifying a superconducting material. Supercon-
ductors that behave as described above - a linear increase in magnetic response to counter
the applied field (Meissner state), and then a sharp return to the normal state above some
critical field HC - are classified as Type I superconductors [16]. Type II superconductors,
such as the materials discussed in this dissertation, display a so-called “mixed phase” be-
tween the Meissner and normal states. In a Type II superconductor, the magnetic behavior
of the material at low fields is the same as that of a Type I superconductor; this linear
response continues until the externally-applied magnetic field reaches the lower critical
field value, HC1 [16]. As the applied magnetic field is increased above HC1, magnetic flux






FIG. 2.3: Simple representation of magnetic vortices in a Type II superconductor in the mixed
phase.
mixed phase persists, with increased flux penetration as the applied field increases, until
the upper critical field HC2 is reached. Above this field, the material returns to the normal
16

































FIG. 2.4: Magnetization M of (a) Type I and (b) Type II superconductors plotted against
applied field H.
2.2.1 London Theory
Two years after the discovery of the Meissner e↵ect, a mathematical description of
superconductivity was developed by F. and H. London. Their equations, now known as the
London equations, give a classically electromagnetic description of the two superconducting
phenomena observed to that point - zero DC resistance and the Meissner e↵ect. To do
this, they considered the superconducting charge carriers to be free charges - analogous
to electrons in a perfect conductor - that experience uniform Lorentz forces when in the
presence of externally-applied electric and magnetic fields [51].
3It is important to note that Type II superconductors do have a critical field (HC) value, as shown in
Table 1.1, associated with them. This value is often used to compare between superconductors, but does
not correspond directly to any change in the material’s magnetic response.
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As discussed in Section 2.1, the Drude model of free electrons successfully predicts
the DC conductivity for perfect conductors. In such a material, electrons in an electric





and have a current density of
j =  nev , (2.5)
whereme is the mass of a single electron, v is the velocity of the electrons, e is the electronic
charge, and n is the number of electrons [51]. Writing the superconducting current density
as
js =  nsev (2.6)
thus gives an equation for the infinite conductivity seen in superconductors, which is known







Using the Maxwell-Faraday equation













= 0 . (2.9)
While this holds for an perfect conductor, it is not restrictive enough to explain the Meiss-
ner e↵ect seen in superconductors. To do so, it is required that
r⇥ js + nse
2
me
B = 0 , (2.10)
rather than simply time-independent; this restriction is the second London equation [51].
To determine the magnetic field and current density inside a superconductor, one can
apply Ampe`re’s Law,













is the London penetration depth, which is the depth from the surface of a superconductor
in which superconducting currents and magnetic fields exist [16, 51].
These equations can be solved for the simple case in which the surface of a supercon-
ductor is a plane perpendicular to the x-axis and the magnetic field points in the z direction
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jy =   1
 L
B0e
  x L . (2.15)
This is particularly interesting in the case of thin films, as the London penetration depth in
common superconductors is typically a few tens to a few hundreds of nanometers [3, 62]. If
a superconducting thin film is thinner than its London penetration depth, x is necessarily
smaller than  L; Equation 2.14 thus predicts a magnetic field that is enhanced when
compared to that of the magnetic field in a bulk superconductor.
2.2.2 London Two-Fluid Model
Because thin films are often dominated by surface e↵ects, it is important to understand
the surface resistance Rsurf of a superconducting film; this is particularly true for the
superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavity applications discussed in Chapter 1, in
which Rsurf partially determines the quality factor of the cavity in question [16].
To determine the surface resistance of a superconductor, one must consider the two
di↵erent fluids of charge carriers, the normal-state electrons and the superconducting elec-
trons. In the presence of a time-dependent electric field E = E0ei!t, the normal-state




where  n is the normal-state conductivity of the material [16].
If we assume the superconducting current in the presence of a time-dependent electric
field is also time-dependent, i.e. js = js0ei!t, we can apply the first London equation
(Equation 2.7) to obtain a parallel expression for the superconducting current density:









is the superconducting “conductivity” [16].
The total current density inside a superconductor is thus given by
j = jn + js =  E0e
i!t (2.19)
with complex conductivity
  =  n   i s . (2.20)
The surface impedance of a normal conductor is given by Z = 1/(  n), where   is the skin
depth; analogously, the surface impedance of a superconductor is given by
Zsurf =
1
 L( n   i s) . (2.21)
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but we know that the conductivity of the superconducting electrons is much higher than















and the somewhat counter-intuitive result that the surface resistance of a superconductor
is proportional to the normal-state conductivity of the material [16].
2.2.3 BCS Theory
While the London description of superconductivity describes the macroscopic behavior
of superconductors in terms of classical electromagnetism, it does not address the quantum
mechanical behavior of superconductors, nor does it explain the origin of superconductivity.
Such a description of superconductivity would not arise until 1957, some 22 years after
the London theory, when J. Barden, L. N. Cooper, and J. R. Schrie↵er developed the
microscopic theory of superconductivity now known as BCS theory [63, 64]. This theory
proposes that superconductivity is the result of the pairing of electrons near the Fermi
surface (the momentum-space equivalent to the Fermi energy) into Cooper pairs4. Such
4It is worth noting that the London penetration depth (Equation 2.13) is invariant under Cooper
pairing, i.e. under ns ! ns/2 and me ! 2me, thus the two formulations are not contradictory; they in
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pairing of course requires a net attraction between two electrons, which seems to directly
contradict the basics of electrostatics; the motion of ions in a lattice (which is required to
explain the isotope e↵ect in elements) can, however, e↵ectively screen out the Coulomb
repulsion between electrons, leading to such a net attraction. In BCS theory, there is no
minimum requirement for this attractive strength - any arbitrarily small attraction between
two electrons is enough to cause the pairing. Qualitatively, the formation of a Cooper pair
can be visualized by imagining the motion of an electron through a superconductor. As the
electron moves, it slightly attracts the lattice, creating a very small region of net positive
charge. This positively-charged portion of the lattice then attracts the second electron,
and the lattice distortion creates a phonon, which mediates the pairing between the two
electrons [51].
When the electrons pair o↵ into the quasi-bosonic Cooper pairs, they occupy the
same quantum state. This opens a temperature-dependent energy gap 2  around the
Fermi energy; at 0 K, it is given by [51]
 (0) = 1.76kBTC . (2.25)
It is also possible to approximate the superconducting energy gap at temperatures close








, T ⇡ TC . (2.26)
BCS theory also gives a similar approximation for the relationship of the critical field (or,
in Type II superconductors, the lower critical field) at some temperature T to the 0 K












Such a quantum mechanical treatment of superconductivity leads once again to the
question of how to classify superconductors. The Type I/Type II classification arose from
the classical electromagnetic response of the materials, but is there such a distinction in
BCS theory? The answer to this lies in the Ginzburg-Landau theory, which uses two
characteristic superconducting lengths to distinguish between the two types of magnetic





where  L is the London penetration depth (which, as noted previously, is invariant under
the transformation from London to BCS theories) and ⇠ is the coherence length, which, in





where vF is the Fermi velocity of the electrons in a Cooper pair [51]. This coherence
length is the “size” of the Cooper pairs in a superconductor, i.e. the length over which the
electron pairing is coherent. In Type I superconductors, the coherence length is larger than
the London penetration depth, such that  > 1/
p
2, while in Type II superconductors,
the reverse is true, such that  < 1/
p
2 [51].
5For temperatures near TC , the coherence length can also be approximated by ⇠ / (1  T/TC) 1.
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A further addition of Ginzburg-Landau theory to BCS theory is the quantization of
magnetic flux. The Ginzburg-Landau theory requires that the current in a superconductor
follow the quantum mechanical formulation of current due to a particle with mass 2me and
charge 2e, i.e. a Cooper pair [51]. Applying Stokes’ theorem to such a current ultimately
leads to the conclusion that magnetic flux in a superconductor must be quantized in integer




= 2.0678⇥ 10 15 Wb . (2.30)
This quantization of magnetic flux is the principle behind SQUIDs, which are discussed in
Chapter 3; additionally, in Type II superconductors, each vortex present in the mixed state
contains exactly one magnetic flux quantum, further supporting the quantum mechanical
nature of superconductivity [51].
By combining the above theories, the theoretical values for HC , HC1, and HC2 can be





















These thermodynamic fields are for superconductors in the absence of an external
magnetic field. However, when a magnetic field is applied, such as in the case of SRF
cavities, it is possible for the material to remain in the superconducting state even above
the (lower) thermodynamic critical field. This metastable “superheated” state of super-
conductivity can persist up to the superheating field, Hsh, which can be expressed in terms
of the thermodynamic critical field and the Ginzburg-Landau parameter of the material









HC for ⌧ 1 , (2.35)
Hsh = 1.2HC for  ⇡ 1 , (2.36)
Hsh = 0.75HC for   1 . (2.37)
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2.3 Insulator-to-Metal Transitions
Just two years after the development of the London equations, interest arose in a
completely di↵erent type of phase transition - insulator-to-metal transitions (IMTs)6. In
1937, it was noticed that nickel oxide did not obey the existing theory of metals and non-
metals as discussed at the end of Section 2.1: it has a partially filled band, which should
make it a metal, but it behaves as an insulator [23]. In the following years, as transitions
of similar materials from an insulator to a metal were investigated further, two distinct
possible causes of the transition were proposed [65, 66].
2.3.1 Peierls vs Mott Transitions
One explanation for the insulating behavior of materials that should be metals was put
forth by R. Peierls in 1955 [65]. In the Peierls picture, as shown in Figure 2.5, evenly-spaced
one-electron atoms (those with only a partially filled electronic band) will naturally shift
into a more energetically-favorable arrangement by moving ± . This apparent “pairing”
of the atoms opens an energy gap, making the material an insulator. By forcing the
atoms apart again, e.g. by applying a given amount of energy to the material, it is then
possible to move the atoms so that they are uniformly spaced again, collapsing the band
gap and causing the material to behave as a metal. In this reversible transition, when that
energy is removed, the atoms then re-form their pseudo-pairs, returning the material to
its insulating state.
An alternative explanation, proposed by N. F. Mott in 1949, claims electron behavior,
rather than a structural change, is the cause of the insulating state in these materials [66].
In the Mott picture, the positive ions of the lattice are fixed; when the screening potential
6As theory often begins with the metallic state, theoretical discussions of IMTs typically refer to them
as metal-to-insulator transitions. This dissertation uses “insulator-to-metal” because, experimentally, the




FIG. 2.5: Representation of the Peierls distortion in a lattice. The top arrangement is less
energetically favorable than the bottom; as the atoms “pair” up, they cause a shift in the
electronic structure of the material, opening a band gap that causes it to behave as an insulator.
of such an ion becomes large enough, it traps an electron, changing the electronic structure
of the material and making it behave as an insulator. To transition the material to a metal,
enough energy must be applied to “kick” the electrons away from the ions holding them
in place. In the reversible transition, once the electrons are free, the electronic structure
changes to again close the band gap.
Many materials that exhibit an IMT go through both a Peierls and a Mott transi-
tion; even after many decades of study, it is not yet clear which mechanism drives these




This chapter details the primary experimental methods used to prepare and charac-
terize the Nb, NbN, NbO2, and VO2 thin films discussed in this thesis. The first section
describes the thin film deposition techniques used to produce the films studied here, while
the remaining sections outline the techniques used to characterize them. Section 3.2 dis-
cusses X-ray di↵raction (XRD) and X-ray reflectometry (XRR), which were used to obtain
structural information about all of the films. Section 3.3 covers the use of a superconduct-
ing quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer, which was used to determine
the superconducting properties of the Nb and NbN films. Finally, Section 3.4 describes an
ultrafast laser in a pump-probe configuration, such as was used to study the light-induced
insulator-to-metal transition in the NbO2 and, secondarily, VO2 films. Other techniques
used for only specific portions of this dissertation will be discussed with the resulting data.
3.1 Thin Film Deposition
As stated in Chapter 1, thin films are constrained in one physical dimension; this
constraint, along with variations in the method used to create a film, can lead both to
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useful material properties and the ability to control them. In order to understand how
this is possible, it is necessary to explore the manner in which thin films grow, as well as
the methods used to deposit them.
3.1.1 Thin Film Structure
Any thin film deposition proceeds in three main phases - nucleation, growth, and
coalescence - although the transition from the first phase to the second (the end of nucle-
ation into the beginning of growth) is not sharply defined. The early stages especially are
heavily influenced by the choice of substrate, the material on which the film is deposited.
If a film grows in a specific orientation relative to a crystalline substrate, it is referred to
as an epitaxial film. Homoepitaxy occurs when the crystal lattice spacing of the substrate
and the material being grown are the same (which is typically only the case when they are
the same material); heteroepitaxy occurs when the lattice spacings are di↵erent. In the
case of heteroepitaxial films, the lattice mismatch between substrate and film often causes
some amount of strain in the film (see Figure 3.1), although this is typically relieved as
the film thickness increases, e.g. as the film material is deposited farther away from the
constraints of the substrate [67].
Strain and relaxation of course a↵ect the overall crystal structure of the film [68], which
in turn a↵ects the film properties, including electronic behavior [69, 70]; the substrate can
therefore be deliberately chosen to induce certain manifestations of strain that will result
in desired film properties.
The evolution of thin film growth and the coalescence of the deposited material into a
continuous film are governed by many factors; interested readers may consult Reference [67]
for a full overview. The interplay of these factors yields film structures that can be divided








(a) (c) (b) 
FIG. 3.1: Three possible types of heteroepitaxy: (a) tensile and (b) compressive strain, and (c)
relaxed compresive strain.
3.1.2 Deposition Methods
The choice of deposition method (and the specific set of deposition conditions used)
depends on the type of material being deposited, the size and shape of the substrate, and
the desired film properties (i.e. density, grain size and shape, crystal orientation, etc.).
There are a wide variety of methods available, but they can largely be grouped into two
categories - chemical or physical vapor deposition (CVD or PVD, respectively).
CVD processes use gas flow along a substrate surface where, generally with the as-
sistance of a chemical precursor, a chemical reaction occurs to produce the film. These
methods, such as atomic layer deposition (ALD), give a high degree of control over the
stoichiometry of the film, can grow films as thin as a single atomic layer, and can be used
to conformally coat substrates with some shape to them; it is however often di cult to
scale CVD methods to grow large films, and the precursors can be quite hazardous [67].
In PVD processes, a vapor of the material being deposited, created by either evapora-
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FIG. 3.2: Extended structure zone diagram showing the e↵ect of film thickness t⇤, growth tem-
perature T ⇤, and deposition energy E⇤ on film structure. Reproduced with publisher permission
from Reference [71].
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tion or sputtering (ejection of the material from a solid “target”), travels from the target to
the substrate. Evaporation techniques are often very fast, but produce low-density films;
sputtering produces uniform, dense films, but is comparatively slower than evaporation
[67]. In any sputtering technique, there will always be some inherent film defects - some
substrate-induced, others introduced by the manner in which the films are grown (e.g.
lattice site vacancies caused by the working gas taking the place of the target material in
the film). Sputtering is still a popular method for depositing films, though, due to the
uniformity and reproducibility of sputtered films, as well as the high degree of control it
allows over the deposition conditions [67]. The films discussed in this dissertation were all
produced via various sputtering techniques, which are described below.
Substrate Holder 
Target (-) 
Ar Inlet Vacuum Pumping 
Target Atom Ar+ 
FIG. 3.3: Illustration of a magnetron sputtering system.
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DC and Reactive Magnetron Sputtering
In DC magnetron sputtering , depicted in Figure 3.3, a heavy, inert working gas
such as argon (Ar) is leaked into a vacuum chamber; this gas, the sputtering plasma, is
ionized and therefore accelerates towards the solid target material, which acts as a cathode.
The inert ions impact with the target and some percentage of them eject target material
atoms, which then travel to the substrate. Magnets are used to confine the plasma near







FIG. 3.4: Schematic illustrating a reactive magnetron sputtering process.
Reactive magnetron sputtering , shown in Figure 3.4, is a variation of DC sput-
tering in which the working gas is mixed with a reactive gas such as nitrogen or oxygen in
order to produce compound films (e.g. nitrides or oxides, to use the previous examples)
[67]. In reactive sputtering, the partial pressure - the relative amount of the reactive gas
to the working gas - has a strong e↵ect on the resulting film composition [72]. Reactive
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sputtering was used in Dr. R. A. Lukaszew’s laboratory at the College of William & Mary
to grow the NbN films discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
Other Sputtering Techniques
In recent years, several sputtering techniques have been developed that are more
energetic than magnetron sputtering, allowing access to more zones in the film structure
zone diagram (Figure 3.2) and often producing films with more desirable properties.
In the case of superconducting films, techniques that produce higher degrees of ion-
ization of the sputtered material, such as Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR), have been
shown to yield better-performing films [73–76]. The Nb films provided by Dr. A.-M.
Valente-Feliciano of the SRF Institute at Thomas Je↵erson National Accelerator Facility
for the work included in this dissertation (Sections 4.1-4.3) were all grown via ECR.
When sputtering oxides, achieving single-phase films is often di cult due to the num-
ber of possible oxidation states of the target material. Dr. S. A. Wolf and Dr. J. Lu’s
group at the University of Virginia use a technique known as Reactive Biased Target Ion
Beam Deposition (RBTIBD) to overcome this problem and produce high-quality oxide
films such as the NbO2 and VO2 films discussed in Chapter 5 [77].
3.2 X-Ray Di↵raction and Reflectometry
Once a film has been deposited, we must be able to characterize various of its proper-
ties, typically beginning with its microstructure. X-ray scattering techniques such as X-ray
di↵raction (XRD) and X-ray reflectometry (XRR) are among the most common methods
used for such structural characterization.
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3.2.1 X-Ray Di↵raction (XRD)
XRD is a very powerful tool for ex-situ characterization of the microstructure of crys-
talline materials, particularly thin films. In the simplest sense, XRD produces observable
interference patterns created when X-rays di↵ract o↵ of a crystalline material (i.e. a ma-
terial in which the constituent atoms are arranged periodically); these patterns can then
be used to extract both qualitative and quantitative information about the material struc-
ture. The specific di↵raction condition required - known as the Bragg condition, or Bragg’s
Law - is given by
n  = 2 d sin ✓ , (3.1)
where n is an integer known as the order of the di↵raction and   is the wavelength of the
incident X-ray [51]. As shown in Figure 3.5, d is the distance between di↵raction layers







FIG. 3.5: Schematic of the simple X-ray scattering used in XRD.
Equation 3.1 is only valid when    2d; physically, this simply means that in order
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to probe interference on the length scale of interatomic distances, the probe itself (here,
the X-ray) must be of that same length scale or smaller. To generate such X-rays in
laboratory XRD instruments, electrons ejected from a hot filament are accelerated toward
a target material (e.g. Cu) with enough kinetic energy to remove electrons from its core
shell; valence electrons then move to fill the core shell vacancies, emitting characteristic
X-rays, which are optically focused into a quasi-parallel beam to illuminate the sample.
In the work presented in this dissertation, the X-rays are the Cu K↵1 emission, with a
wavelength of 0.15418 nm (well below the di↵raction limit). Additional optics are used to
block out other possible wavelengths.
Thin film XRD studies impose unique challenges on alignment and signal optimization.
The signal from the film itself is usually much weaker than that from the bulk crystalline
substrate, and there can also be a slight angular misalignment between the film and the
substrate. To address these di culties, thin film X-ray di↵ractometers must be equipped
with a four-circle goniometer, such as the one shown in Figure 3.6; this provides access
to additional angles of rotation in order to improve alignment and achieve a larger signal
intensity from the film.
While XRD provides a great deal of structural information about the material being
studied, this dissertation focuses on the out-of-plane lattice parameter, the average size
of crystallites within the film, and the degree of ordering in the material. To obtain this
type of information, two types of scans are used - high-angle ✓-2✓ scans, and ! scans, or
rocking curves.
To identify the phases present in a thin film, the location of the Bragg di↵raction
peaks (i.e. the values of 2✓ at which the peaks occur) from high-angle ✓-2✓ scans are
compared to a powder di↵raction reference file. The di↵raction peak angles can then be
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FIG. 3.6: Angles accessible with a four-circle goniometer. ✓ (X-ray source) and 2✓ (detector) can
be set independently, while ! rotates about an axis normal to the ✓-2✓ plane.   rotates about
the axis normal to the sample surface and provides 360  of azimuthal rotation.   (also referred
to as  ) rotates about an axis normal to the axes of rotation for ! and   and helps overcome
possible angular misalignment between di↵raction planes in the film and the substrate.
High-angle ✓-2✓ scans can also be used to calculate the approximate average crystallite





where K is is a dimensionless geometric constant, determined by the symmetries of the
crystal lattice being considered, and   is the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the
Bragg di↵raction peak [78].
Because of the way thin films grow, as discussed in Section 3.1, there will always
be boundaries between individual crystallite grains; the long-range order, or mosaicity,
of these boundaries, and thus the grains, can be determined by fixing the incident angle
✓ and“rocking” the sample about the ! axis. Films with rocking curves that exhibit a
narrow FWHM have a high degree of long-range order.
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3.2.2 X-Ray Reflectometry (XRR)
XRR is XRD performed at grazing angles, rather than the higher angles discussed
above, and provides information about film thickness, density, and roughness. In an XRR
scan, the reflected intensity of the X-rays is plotted as a function of ✓ over a shallow
angular range (typically no more than 5 ; see Figure 3.7); these data are then fit to models
by algorithmically varying the thickness, density, and roughness from known bulk values
[79, 80].
FIG. 3.7: Representative XRR scan. The first reflection fringe can be seen at ⇠0.6 ; arrows indi-
cate the second and third fringes. These three fringes correspond to a capping layer on the film,
while the closely-spaced reflection fringes that begin around 0.8  are due to the comparitively
thicker, more crystalline film.
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3.3 SQUID Magnetometry
Many superconducting properties of a material can be determined by measuring its
magnetic response (see Section 2.2) to varying temperature and magnetic fields. Such
measurements are often performed via SQUID magnetometry.
Superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) are extremely sensitive mag-
netic sensors [81] based on Josephson junctions and the quantization of magnetic flux. A
Josephson junction is composed of two pieces of superconducting material separated by a
thin barrier - typically an insulating layer, but a non-superconducting metal or a physical
constriction of the material itself may also be used [81] - through which Cooper pairs (see
Chapter 2.2.3) can tunnel, creating a superconducting current; above some critical current
IC a voltage appears across the insulating layer [82]. A single Josephson junction is an
RF SQUID, which was not used in this work and thus is not discussed here; information
on the operation of RF SQUIDs can be found in Chapters 1 and (in greater detail) 6 of
Reference [81]. Two Josephson junctions connected in parallel constitute a DC SQUID
[81], shown in Figure 3.8, the operation of which is described below.
Because magnetic flux is quantized [83–85], the flux passing through a SQUID must
be an integer multiple of the magnetic flux quantum  0. In a DC SQUID with no applied
magnetic field, an applied superconducting current (below the critical current IC) is split
evenly across the two Josephson junctions. When a field is then applied, the flux across the
SQUID increases and a change in voltage is seen across the junctions. If the increase in flux
is less than  0/2, a screening current is established in the SQUID equal and opposite to
the increased flux to return the flux through the SQUID to zero; this decreases the current
through one junction but increases the current through the other above IC , resulting in
a voltage change of +V . If the flux increase is larger than  0/2, however,  0 is more








FIG. 3.8: DC SQUID.
flux in order to ensure that the flux through the SQUID is now  0, resulting in a voltage
change of  V . Thus as the flux across the SQUID continues to increase, the voltage across
the Josephson junctions oscillates with a period of  0/2; the total change in flux due to
the applied field can then be determined simply by counting the number of oscillations in
the voltage [81].
In order to measure properties such as the critical temperature and critical field(s) of
a sample, SQUIDs are combined with a temperature control system, a superconducting
electromagnet, and a sample manipulator; liquid helium (LHe) is used to both change the
temperature of the sample during measurements and to cool the superconducting compo-
nents of the measurement system itself. The superconducting measurements discussed in
this dissertation were, unless otherwise noted, made using a Quantum Design MPMS R 
(Magnetic Property Measurement System) XL, which can apply fields from -7 to +7 T
and resolve changes in magnetic flux on the order of 10 15 T over a temperature range of
2-400 K [86].
During a SQUID MPMS measurement, the magnetic sample - which can be no wider
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than 5 mm due to the cylindrical geometric constraints of the system - is vertically dis-
placed by a stepper motor through superconducting pickup coils with an applied field in
the direction of motion, as shown in Figure 3.9, thus changing the flux and inducing a
current though them. As discussed above, the SQUID converts this current to a voltage,




FIG. 3.9: Geometry of the SQUID MPMS pickup coils. As the sample of interest is moved
vertically through the coils, the induced current is seen as a voltage change across the SQUID.
3.3.1 TC Measurements in Superconducting Thin Films
The first property we measure for any superconducting film is the critical temperature
(TC), i.e. the temperature above which the superconducting state is lost. The sample is
first cooled to a temperature well below the expected TC value (which is assumed to be
near that of the bulk material), typically 5 K, and a small magnetic field on the order of
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10-25 Oe1 is applied, resulting in a negative magnetic moment. The temperature is then
increased in discrete steps without varying the magnetic field until the magnetic response
of the sample returns to zero, as shown in the representative TC measurement presented
in Figure 3.10. While there are several ways to define TC from such a plot [60, 87], for
the purposes of this dissertation, TC is defined to be the point at which the slope of the
M-vs-T curve changes from concave upward to concave downward as determined by a
second-derivative fit of the data.
FIG. 3.10: Representative TC measurement showing sample magnetization as a function of
temperature.
3.3.2 Critical Field Measurements in Superconducting Thin Films
Two methods of measurement were used in order to determine the critical field values
for each sample: (1) simple measurement of the magnetization (M, in emu) with respect to
1All measurements discussed in this dissertation use the unit Oersted (Oe), rather than Tesla (T), for
magnetic fields. 1 Oe is equivalent to 0.1 mT.
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applied field and (2) a more conservative method outlined in [88]. In this method, for each
value of applied field, the sample is cooled to the specified temperature and a zero-field
measurement of M is made. Then the given field is applied and another measurement of M
is made (providing the typical M-H data), before the field is removed and a final zero-field
measurement is taken and the sample is warmed above its TC . The lower critical field is
then determined by subtracting the first zero-field measurement from final measurement;
HC1 is the applied field at which this di↵erence deviates from zero, i.e. the first applied
field at which there is a trapped field in the sample [5].
This method accounts for flux pinning in the sample, resulting in a slightly lower HC1
value than the traditional M-H method, in which HC1 is the field at which the M-H data
deviates from the Meissner slope (e.g. is no longer linear). Even so, both methods give
at least a slight underestimate of the true value of HC1, as surface quality and sample











where V is the volume of the film, H is the applied field, ✓ is the angle between the
applied field and the film surface, and D is the demagnetization factor [22]; any field not
parallel to the film surface, e.g. ✓ 6= 0, will introduce a perpendicular component to the
applied field, making HC1 appear lower than it is. Additionally, the demagnetization factor
D is proportional to the square of the RMS surface roughness of the films [89]; because
thin films will never be perfectly smooth, there will therefore always be some non-parallel
field components in these measurements. Careful alignment using an azimuthal rotation
mechanism is performed before all measurements to ensure that these e↵ects and thus the
magnetic moment of the sample is minimized [5].
In some cases, further measurements were made to determine an approximate value
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for the upper critical field HC2 [5]. In the traditional M-H method, HC2 is defined as the
field at which the magnetic moment of the sample returns to zero; in the trapped field
method from [88] described above, HC2 is the field at which the trapped field value reaches
a plateau at its maximum value.
3.4 Ultrafast Lasers in Pump-Probe Configuration
Ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy is a well-established method for studying relax-
ation dynamics in condensed matter systems, and has been used extensively to probe
carrier relaxation processes in semiconductors [90]. Beginning in 1971, such laser systems
have also been used to investigate the nature of the insulator-to-metal transition in VO2
thin films [26], although it was not until 1994 that the time resolution in these measure-
ments was short enough to resolve the electronic behavior of the material [40]. Because
the time resolution depends on the duration, or pulsewidth, of the laser pulse [90], the
generation of sub-picosecond ultrafast pulses is key to any experiment trying to resolve
electron-electron interactions.
3.4.1 Generation of Ultrafast Pulses
The duration of a laser pulse is dependent on the bandwidth - the width of the
spectrum around the central wavelength - of the pulse according to a relationship known
as the time-bandwidth product ; for a Gaussian pulse, this relationship is  ⌫ t = 0.44,
where  ⌫ is the bandwidth of the pulse in Hz and  t is the pulse duration [91]. In order
to generate su ciently short pulses, then, there must be a correspondingly large range of
wavelengths enclosed in the pulse. It is for this reason that titanium:sapphire (Ti:sapph)
crystals are often used in ultrafast laser systems - they can support a very wide bandwidth
ranging from 680 nm to 1100 nm [91].
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In any laser cavity, there are many possible “modes” (integer multiples of half wave-
lengths) that can exist, but that are not necessarily in phase with each other, as shown
in Figure 3.11. Modelocking, then, is the process by which the phases of the modes are
adjusted to bring them into phase with each other, creating well-defined laser pulses [92].
Modelocking can be either passive or active; in the laser system used for the work dis-
cussed in this dissertation, passive modelocking is used. The length of the laser cavity is
rapidly changed by a solenoid-driven mirror at one end of the cavity, changing the modes
that the cavity can support. When a large number of modes are in phase with other, the
Ti:sapph crystal saturates and no longer supports modes that have a di↵erent phase; once
this modelocking begins, it continues without the need for further driving [92].
FIG. 3.11: Some possible modes that can exist in a laser cavity.
After the laser pulses have been generated by modelocking, their energy can be in-
creased via a regenerative amplifier. Here again a Ti:sapph crystal is commonly used, as
it can amplify pulse energy by approximately 6 orders of magnitude. Upon entering the
regenerative amplifier, a pulse is first stretched by a grating that sends di↵erent frequency
light over di↵erent path lengths (the stretcher) - the higher frequency components of the
pulse travel a greater distance than the lower frequency components. The stretched pulse,
which is now less energetic than the input pulse, then passes through the Ti:sapph crys-
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tal multiple times and is amplified before traveling to another grating. This grating (the
compressor) is set up in the opposite configuration as the stretcher and serves to compress
the pulse back to nearly the same pulsewidth as the input pulse: here, the high-frequency
portion of the pulse travels a shorter distance than the low-frequency portion [91].
3.4.2 Experimental Setup
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FIG. 3.12: Schematic of the ultrafast pump-probe setup used for the reflection studies contained
in this dissertation. For the transmission studies, only the position of the polarizer and detector
changed.
The ultrafast pump-probe setup used for this experiment is shown in Figure 3.12.
The Ti:sapph laser system emits pulses of ⇠120 fs at a center wavelength of 800 nm and
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a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The laser output is attenuated and split into a pump beam
and a weaker probe beam using an 80/20 beam splitter. The pump beam passes through
an optical chopper with a frequency of 500 Hz (in order to modulate the excitation of the
sample) and is further attenuated using a variable neutral-density (ND) filter in order to
control the fluence before focusing to an ⇠80 µm diameter spot on the sample. The probe
beam reflects o↵ a rooftop mirror mounted on a variable delay stage to control the relative
delay between the pump and probe beams by up to 4 ns. Following the delay stage, the
probe beam is heavily attenuated to a fluence far below that of the pump beam (3-5 orders
of magnitude weaker) and its polarization is rotated 90 , making it perpendicular to the
polarization of the pump beam and allowing for rejection of scattered pump beam from the
detector. The probe beam is focused onto the sample on the same spot as the pump beam
but to a smaller diameter (⇠40 µm) using a shorter focal length lens to ensure probing
of only the central region of the pumped region where the e↵ects of the optical excitation
can be considered one-dimensional in the direction perpendicular to the surface [11].
For reflection measurements, the probe beam reflects o↵ the sample, passes through a
polarizer set to pass only the probe polarization, and focuses onto a silicon photodetector;
for transmission measurements, the polarizer and photodetector are moved so that the
probe beam instead passes through the sample before reaching them. The photodetector
signal is input to a boxcar integrator triggered by a 1 kHz reference from the pulse controller
for the Legend. Using the boxcar integrator, the signal of the photodetector from each
probe pulse is integrated over a window of 230 ns; the last sample output of the boxcar,
which is a scaled DC voltage of the integrated signal, is updated at the 1 kHz repetition
rate of the laser and provides the input to a lock-in amplifier. This measurement scheme
eliminates the dead time between laser pulses and produces a very low noise floor and thus
an improved signal-to-noise ratio. All data are reported as  R/R (or  T/T), computed
by dividing the change in the intensity of the reflected (transmitted) probe beam, the
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magnitude of the lock-in signal with both pump and probe beams present, by the baseline
reflectivity (transmissivity) of the sample, the lock-in signal from the probe beam only
[11].
A LabView R  program was used to control the delay stage position and acquire data
from both the boxcar integrator and the lock-in amplifier for each position of the stage.
The program moves the stage in steps as small as 1.25 µm, corresponding to a relative
delay of 8.34 fs, well below the time resolution of the measurement scheme. The smallest
steps used here were 2 µm (13.3 fs of delay) [11].
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CHAPTER 4
Superconductivity in Niobium and
Niobium Compound Thin Films
4.1 Temperature and Microstructural E↵ects on the
Superconducting Properties of Niobium Thin Films
4.1.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, Nb thin films are very appealing for applications, but
the e↵ects of their microstructure on their superconducting properties are not yet well
understood. Here, we present temperature-dependent DC studies on the critical temper-
ature and critical fields of Nb thin films grown on r-plane sapphire (r-Al2O3) and copper
(Cu) surfaces and correlate the DC superconducting properties of these films with their
microstructure, which allows for the possibility of tailoring future films for a specific ap-
plication. This work was presented at the 2016 Applied Superconductivity Conference in
Denver, CO, USA, and is published in Reference [5].
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4.1.2 Experimental Methods and Results
Film Growth
The Nb films studied here range from 1-2 µm thick and were grown on r-Al2O3 and
four types of Cu surfaces - single-crystal (110) and (111) and polycrystalline fine-grained
and large-grained - via electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) [73, 74] at 360  C. The films on
r-Al2O3 (nucleation at 124 eV) and polycrystalline Cu (nucleation at 184 eV) were grown
with an ion energy of 64 eV; the films grown on single-crystal Cu were coated at an ion
energy of 184 eV.
r-Al2O3 provides a high-quality surface for film growth, and other Nb-based supercon-
ducting films grown on r-Al2O3 have had very high thickness uniformity [93]. Additionally,
Nb/r-Al2O3 films have been shown to have a residual resistance ratio (RRR) more than
one-and-a-half times larger than bulk Nb [94].
Cu is a popular choice for Nb films due to its applicability in SRF cavity coatings (see
Section 1.1.2), but because the structure of the chosen Cu surface a↵ects the resulting Nb
film, studying a variety of Cu surfaces is most useful. In general, films grown on single-
crystal Cu(111) surfaces perform better than those grown on the other three Cu surfaces
used [94], but growing on such a specific type of substrate may not always be feasible,
hence the need for information on single-crystal Cu(110) and polycrystalline surfaces.
Microstructure Via X-Ray Di↵raction
Structural characterization via X-ray di↵raction (XRD) was performed with a PANalytical
Empyrean X-ray di↵ractometer. Representative high-angle 2✓-! scans for a typical Nb film
grown on polycrystalline Cu and one grown on r-Al2O3 are shown in Figure 4.1.
For the films grown on single-crystal Cu(110) and (111), the primary Cu reflections
seen were Cu(022) and Cu(111), respectively, although small contributions from other
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FIG. 4.1: High-angle 2✓-! scans for Nb/Cu (top) and Nb/r-Al2O3 (bottom) films. In the
top scan, all three possible Cu reflections and all four possible Nb reflections are shown. The
lower-order Al2O3(012) reflection was also seen at 25.6  in the Nb/r-Al2O3 film.
orientations of Cu were also observed. Table 4.1 lists all substrate and film reflections
seen in each sample, with the Sample ID indicating which type of substrate was used.
The microstructural information obtained from the strongest Nb reflection in each sample
(given in bold in Table 4.1) using the methods described in Section 3.2.1 is summarized
in Table 4.2. The lattice parameter for bulk Nb [95] is also included for reference; it
is important to note that all samples exhibited strain, indicated by a greater-than-bulk
lattice parameter.
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TABLE 4.1: Substrate and film reflections seen in high-angle 2✓-! scans for each sample. The
reflections given in bold for each sample are the strongest film and substrate reflections present
in that sample.
Sample IDa Film Reflections Substrate Reflections
r-Al2O3 Nb (011), (002), (022) Al2O3 (012), (024), (306)
Cu-fg-124 Nb (011), (002), (112), (022) Cu (111), (002), (022)
Cu-LG-124 Nb (011), (002), (022) Cu (111), (022)
Cu-fg-141 Nb (011), (112), (022) Cu (111), (002), (022)
Cu-LG-141 Nb (011), (112), (022) Cu (111), (022)
Cu-110-108-5 Nb (011), (002), (112), (022) Cu (002), (022)
Cu-111-108-5 Nb (011), (002), (112), (022) Cu (111), (002), (022)
a The Cu substrates used are polycrystalline fine-grained (Cu-fg), polycrystalline
large-grained (Cu-LG), single-crystal (110) (Cu-110), or single-crystal (111) (Cu-111).
TABLE 4.2: Lattice parameters and lower critical field values for the Nb films studied here, as
well as the corresponding bulk values. Bulk lattice information is from Reference [95], while
superconducting properties are from Reference [3].
Sample ID Sample Lattice Avg. Out-of-Plane Mosaicity TC HC1(0) HC2(0)
Thickness (µm) Parameter (A˚) Grain Size (nm) (  ) (K) (Oe) (Oe)
r-Al2O3 1.2 3.301 36.156 0.326 9.25 1769±21 7622±341
Cu-fg-124 2 3.310 28.171 5.429 9.36 641±31 7938±195
Cu-LG-124 2 3.301 76.946 1.09 9.26 293±19 10176±158
Cu-fg-141 2 3.308 32.300 4.359 9.25 918±59 8285±372
Cu-LG-141 2 3.306 31.938 3.734 9.32 1349±24 9651±190
Cu-110-108-5 1 3.317 30.557 5.228 9.33 1521±108 7634±322
Cu-111-108-5 1 3.307 37.666 1.398 9.33 649±37 9397±583
Bulk – 3.300 – – 9.23 1800 4000
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Determination of TC and HC1 Via SQUID Magnetometry
The Quantum Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer described in Section 3.3 was used
to first measure TC for each sample; these values are given in Table 4.2. Then measurements
were made of HC1 for each sample at five di↵erent temperatures (2, 4, 6, 8, and 8.9 K), all
below the TC of the films, following the method outlined in Section 3.3.2 and Reference
[88]. The HC1 data, plotted in Figure 4.2, were then fit with [96, 97]






where all temperatures are given in Kelvin (K) and all fields are in Oe, in order to determine
the zero-T value for HC1, HC1(0), given in Table 4.2. It is worth noting that while,
in general, Nb films grown on large-grained Cu (such as sample LG-141) exhibit better
superconducting properties (e.g. higher HC1 values) than those grown on fine-grained Cu,
sample LG-124 exhibits a heavily-suppressed HC1, likely due to substrate processing issues
that are not detectable via XRD.
While the upper critical field, HC2, of each film was not explicitly a value of inter-
est, rough measurements were made at the same five temperatures given above and the
resulting data were fit with [97, 98]







to provide an estimate of HC2(0) to further quantify the superconducting qualities of the
films. These values are all greater than the bulk value for Nb [96–98] and are included in
Table 4.2.
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FIG. 4.2: HC1 values as a function of temperature for each Nb sample studied. Individual
points are experimental data, while solid lines are fit using Equation 4.1.
Structure-Property Correlations
All of the samples studied have a TC greater than that of bulk Nb, showing that all
types of substrate used produce viable superconducting films. Figure 4.3(a), (b), and (c)
plot TC against the lattice parameter, average out-of-plane grain size, and mosaicity, re-
spectively, for each film studied. In Figure 4.3(a), there is a clear linear relationship
between the lattice parameter and the TC of a Nb film; this also suggests that a film with
a lattice parameter slightly lower than bulk could still have a bulk or higher TC . Note
that the outlying data point (the film grown on single-crystal Cu (110)) has a significantly
larger lattice parameter than any of the other films and as such was excluded from the
linear fit of the data. Figure 4.3(b) and (c) further suggest that films with smaller grain
sizes and larger mosaicity (higher degree of disorder) have higher TC values. The outlying
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data point in Figure 4.3(b) corresponds to sample LG-124, which, as noted above, su↵ers
from decreased superconducting performance due to substrate processing issues and as
such is excluded from the linear fit.
In Figure 4.4, we consider the e↵ect of the same three microstructural properties on
HC1(0), obtained from Equation 4.1. In Figure 4.4(a), we again see a linear relationship
between the lattice parameter and the superconducting properties of the film, although
here, films with more bulk-like lattice parameters have higher HC1(0). The two outlying
data points correspond to samples 110-108-5 and LG-124 and are excluded from the linear
fit for the reasons discussed above. There is no clear relationship between average grain size
and HC1(0) as plotted in Figure 4.4(b), although we see further evidence of the suppressed
superconducting performance in sample LG-124. There is also no obvious trend in the
mosaicity versus HC1(0) data in Figure 4.4(c).
Figure 4.5 shows the e↵ect of the microstructure on HC2(0). As mentioned above,
the measurements of HC2(T) were not as precise as those of HC1(T), leading to larger
error in the determination of HC2(0). Even so, all calculated values for HC2(0) are several
thousand Oe above the bulk value of 4000 Oe, meaning that films of this quality will retain
some improvement of conductivity (i.e. remain in the mixed state) at larger fields than
bulk Nb. Figure 4.5(a) shows a similar trend in HC2(0) as does Figure 4.4(a) - the more
bulk-like the lattice parameter, the higher the HC2(0) - although here the outlying data
point corresponds to the sample grown on r-Al2O3; the linear fit therefore only considers
those films grown on comparable (i.e. Cu) susbtrates. Interestingly, the results shown in
Figure 4.5(b) indicate that the otherwise poorly-performing sample LG-124 has a higher
HC2 value than the films with smaller grains. Figure 4.5(c) shows that, for films grown on
Cu substrates, the more ordered the film, the higher the upper critical field; as in Figure
4.5(a), the outlying data point is the film grown on sapphire.
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FIG. 4.3: Correlation between TC and (a) lattice parameter, (b) average out-of-plane grain
size, and (c) mosaicity. Dashed lines indicate bulk values, also given in Table 4.2; solid lines
are linear fits of the data.
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FIG. 4.4: Correlation between HC1(0) and (a) lattice parameter, (b) average out-of-plane grain
size, and (c) mosaicity. Dashed lines indicate bulk values, also given in Table 4.2; the solid line
in (a) is a linear fit of the data.
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FIG. 4.5: Correlation between HC2(0) and (a) lattice parameter, (b) average out-of-plane grain
size, and (c) mosaicity. The dashed line in (a) indicates the bulk lattice parameter given in
Table 4.2, while the bulk value of HC2(0) itself, given in Table 4.2, is below the range of the
plots; solid lines are linear fits of the data.
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4.1.3 Conclusions
In this study, we correlate TC , HC1(0), and HC2(0) with the lattice parameter, average
out-of-plane grain size, and mosaicity of Nb films grown on r-Al2O3 and a variety of Cu
substrates. All of the films studied, regardless of the surface on which they were grown,
had a TC higher than that of bulk Nb; in order to enhance this further, Nb films need small,
disordered grains, and slightly strained lattice parameters. For more bulk-like HC1 values,
however, the films must have a lattice parameter close to bulk and relatively small, well-
ordered grains. These trends, combined with studies further correlating these properties
with RF superconducting behavior, can be used in future film growth to attempt to produce
films with specific superconducting properties for applications such as detectors and SRF
cavity coatings by balancing the need for a higher TC or HC1.
4.2 Correlation Between Microstructure and Electronic
Properties of Niobium Thin Films
4.2.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, when a superconductor enters the superconducting state,
an energy gap of 2  opens around the Fermi energy; this superconducting gap is related to
the critical temperature of the material through BCS theory (Equation 2.25), and is also
related to the coherence length ⇠ of the Cooper pairs in a superconductor via the Ginzburg-
Landau theory (Equation 2.29). It should thus be possible to extract information about
these fundamental electronic properties of a superconductor from TC measurements such
as those performed in the study presented in Section 4.1. To that end, a series of SQUID
measurements were carried out on a second set of Nb thin films provided by Dr. A.-M.
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Valente-Feliciano; the superconducting gaps of these films have already been measured via
point contact tunnelling (PCT) [99, 100], which provides a standard value for comparison
[101].
4.2.2 Sample Characterization
Five of the films studied were grown on large-grained Cu substrates; one other film,
which was included in the study in Section 4.1 (Sample Cu-fg-124), was grown on fine-
grained Cu. All films were characterized via XRD and SQUID magnetometry as described
in Section 4.1.2, although HC1 measurements on the five new films were taken at only 2, 4,
and 8.9 K due to a limited liquid helium supply. All of the films displayed relatively poor
HC1 values; atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed, however, that the surfaces of these
films were generally rougher than the films considered in the previous study, and visual
inspection of the surfaces indicated the possible presence of surface contamination, both of
which will decrease the measured HC1 values. TC , however, is a bulk property of a material
and will not be as strongly a↵ected by surface defects as HC1, so those measurements are
still valid and can be used to examine the superconducting gap of the films.
4.2.3 Superconducting Gap Calculations
Using the BCS-predicted relationship of   = 1.76kBTC , we calculated the supercon-
ducting gap of each film at 25 Oe (the applied field used during the TC measurements),
but still needed to account for the e↵ect of the applied field. To do so, we applied a result
from Ginzburg-Landau theory that equates the superconducting gap at some field H to












Our corrected gap values had a percent error of between 8.1% and 17.1% from the
previously-measured values [101], but this is not unexpected, as we used a theory de-
veloped for an ideal bulk superconductor, not for thin films with varying microstructure
and inherent defects. In fact, we found that the percent error in our calculations increased
linearly with both increasing lattice parameter above bulk and mosaicity, providing fur-
ther evidence that the less bulk-like the film, the less agreement there is with the BCS
calculation of  (0).
The fact that the BCS relationship between TC and  (0) does not hold for thin films
does not necessarily imply that the two quantities cannot be equated; to see if it was still
possible to do so, we calculated  (0)/(kBTC) for each of the films, where  (0) was the
PCT-measured value and TC was taken from our SQUID measurements. It was found that
this ratio was close to 2 for all six films, with an average value of
 (0) = 2.04kBTC . (4.4)
This result is in excellent agreement with the value of 2.05 found by Pronin et al. for
another Nb film [103].
We can extend this analysis by applying Equation 4.4 to the films examined in Section
4.1. The values calculated for these films were again adjusted to account for the 25 Oe
field applied during the TC measurement; the corrected values are presented in Table 4.3,
along with the TC and HC1 values from Table 4.2 used in the calculations.
4.2.4 Structure-Property Correlations
We can correlate the electronic behavior of these films with their microstructure as we
did in Section 4.1.2. The superconducting gap at 25 Oe of course follows exactly the same
trends with microstructure as does TC (Figure 4.3), but the zero-field gap displays slightly
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TABLE 4.3: Zero-field superconducting gap values calculated using Equations 4.4 and 4.3.
Sample ID TC (K) HC1(0) (Oe)  (0) (meV)
r-Al2O3 9.25 1769±21 1.626 ±(3.9⇥10 6)
Cu-fg-124 9.36 641±31 1.646 ±(1.2⇥10 4)
Cu-LG-124 9.26 293±19 1.634 ±(7.7⇥10 4)
Cu-fg-141 9.25 918±59 1.645 ±(8.1⇥10 5)
Cu-LG-141 9.32 1349±24 1.638 ±(9.8⇥10 6)
Cu-110-108-5 9.33 1521±108 1.640 ±(3.1⇥10 5)
Cu-111-108-5 9.33 649±37 1.641 ±(1.4⇥10 4)
di↵erent correlations due to the e↵ect of the HC1 of each film (Equation 4.3). These
correlations, shown in Figure 4.6, are still linear, though, and do still indicate similar
relationships between the microstructure and the zero-field, zero-T gap:  (0) increases
linearly as the lattice parameter and mosaicity of the films increase, and decreases with
increasing out-of-plane grain size. The outlying data points in Figure 4.6(a) and (b) are
the same as those in Figure 4.3(a) and (b) and are discussed in Section 4.1.2.
The coherence length of the Cooper pairs in a superconductor is inversely related to
the superconducting gap, so the correlation of ⇠ and the microstructure follows the inverse
of the relationships shown in Figure 4.6. We note that the relationship between grain size
and the coherence length - decreasing coherence length with decreasing grain size - agrees
with previous reports for Nb as well as other superconducting thin films [104, 105].
4.2.5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the BCS relationship between  (0) and TC does not
exactly hold in superconducting thin films due to the non-bulk-like nature of the material.
It is however still possible to relate those quantities, and our result of  (0) = 2.04kBTC is
in very good agreement with previous work on Nb films [103]. Using this relationship, we
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FIG. 4.6: Correlation between  (0) with zero applied field and (a) lattice parameter, (b)
average out-of-plane grain size, and (c) mosaicity. The dashed line in (a) indicates the bulk
lattice parameter of Nb; solid lines are linear fits of the data.
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are able to observe trends in the fundamental electronic properties of a superconductor -
namely (0) and ⇠ - with changing microstructure, in good agreement with literature. This
information, especially when combined with the results of the previous study on several of
these films (Section 4.1), provides greater understanding of the e↵ects of a superconducting
thin film’s microstructure on its superconducting behavior without necessarily having to
directly measure every quantity of interest.
4.3 Comparison of HC1 Measurements on Supercon-
ducting Niobium Thin Films
4.3.1 Introduction
The lower critical field in Type II superconductors is key to characterizing the be-
havior of devices using coatings made of well-known superconductors [15, 21, 106], as well
as to obtaining bulk thermodynamic information of new high-TC superconductors [107–
109]. HC1 measurements made via SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device)
magnetometry are extremely sensitive to both system geometry and sample alignment
[110], and as such have not been considered reproducible across di↵erent systems. Here
we present HC1 values for niobium thin films as determined by two distinct methods from
SQUID magnetometry performed at the College of William & Mary and compare them to
values also measured via SQUID at the University of Leuven as well as to a measurement
via VSM/SQUID from the University of Geneva/CERN. We first show the importance of
accounting for trapped magnetic flux and substrate e↵ects in SQUID data and that the
traditional method of determining HC1 from SQUID is in fact not the most accurate. We
then proceed to show that, as long as proper care is taken to account for these e↵ects, HC1
measurements are reproducible to within 10%, regardless of the instrumentation used.
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4.3.2 Experimental Details and Methods
Sample Preparation
Both films studied were prepared at the SRF Institute at Thomas Je↵erson National
Accelerator Facility via electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) [73, 74]. Sample 134 is 1.2 µm
thick and grown on r-plane sapphire (r-Al2O3) with nucleation at an ion energy of 124 eV
and subsequent growth at 64 eV. Sample 124 is 2 µm thick and grown on mechanically
polished oxygen-free high thermal conductivity (OFHC) fine-grained copper (Cu) with
nucleation and early growth at 184 eV and subsequent growth at 64 eV [74]; this sample
was a witness sample for a coating which showed significantly improved SRF performance
[111].
Superconducting Measurements
William & Mary Measurements. A set of HC1 measurements at 2, 4, 6, 8, and
8.9 K were made on both samples at the College of William & Mary using a Quantum
Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer. Two methods of measurement were used in order
to allow for in-house confirmation of the HC1 values, as described in Section 3.3.2.
University of Leuven Measurements. Measurements at the University of Leuven
were also made using a Quantum Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer. HC1 values were
determined using the standard M-H curve deviation method.
University of Geneva Measurements. Measurements at the University of Geneva
were made using a vibrating sample magnetometer with SQUID (VSM/SQUID) in paral-
lel field configuration, in which the sample is vibrated about a fixed point in a direction
parallel to the applied field. VSM/SQUID has the advantage of being able to separate
the signal from the film from any magnetic e↵ects in the substrate or sample mounting
mechanism, as any field induced in those (if made from conducting materials) will be out
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of phase with the signal from the sample itself.[112]
4.3.3 Results and Discussion
Comparison of SQUID Methods From a Single Instrument
At William & Mary, SQUID measurements on both samples were taken at five tem-
peratures, all below the samples TC , as measured there. The William & Mary M-H curves
for Sample 134 (TC = 9.25 K) are shown in Figure 4.7(a); the corresponding HC1 values
are given in Table 4.4, along with the values determined from the trapped field method
described in Section 4.3.2 and the percent di↵erence between them. Equivalent data for
Sample 124 (TC = 9.36 K) are shown in Figure 4.7(b) and Table 4.5, respectively.
FIG. 4.7: M-H curves for (a) Sample 134 and (b) Sample 124 as measured at the College of
William & Mary.
By only considering the data from Sample 134, it would appear that the two methods
of determining HC1 are nearly equivalent - at temperatures just below TC , the values from
both the M-H and trapped field methods are identical, and at lower temperatures (2-6 K),
they di↵er by less than 6%. However, when the data from Sample 124 is considered, we
see that the values from the two methods have a much larger percent di↵erence, with the
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TABLE 4.4: HC1 values for Sample 134 as measured at the College of William & Mary.
Temperature M-H Method Trapped Field Method Percent Di↵erence
8.9 K 130 Oe 130 Oe 0%
8 K 435 Oe 435 Oe 0%
6 K 975 Oe 950 Oe 2.6%
4 K 1430 Oe 1350 Oe 5.8%
2 K 1720 Oe 1630 Oe 5.4%
TABLE 4.5: HC1 values for Sample 124 as measured at the College of William & Mary.
Temperature M-H Method Trapped Field Method Percent Di↵erence
8.9 K 80 Oe 70 Oe 11.7%
8 K 190 Oe 150 Oe 23.5%
6 K 375 Oe 300 Oe 22.2%
4 K 460 Oe 445 Oe 3.3%
2 K 650 Oe 530 Oe 20.3%
exception of the scans at 4 K, which will be discussed below. This can be attributed to
the di↵erence in the substrate used for each sample - Sample 134 was grown on sapphire,
which is non-magnetic, but Sample 124 was grown on copper, which, while not magnetic
itself, is susceptible to induced magnetic fields, especially at the higher fields applied. As
discussed in Section 3.3.2, the trapped field method accounts for magnetic flux pinned in
the superconducting film; the data presented here indicates that it also accounts for the
magnetic field induced in the copper as the applied field increases. The closer agreement
between the two methods at 4 K can likely be partially attributed to the time necessary
to complete the measurement - cooling and warming the sample at 4 K took roughly
twice as long as at other temperatures due to the cooling mechanism employed by the
magnetometer, giving the magnetic field induced in the copper more time to dissipate
after the applied field returned to zero.
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Comparison Between SQUID Data from Multiple Instruments
When comparing the William & Mary data for Sample 134 to the SQUID measure-
ments made at the University of Leuven on the same sample, we primarily considered
the M-H data, as that method was used at both locations. Private communication [113]
about the Leuven data indicated agreement within 7.5%; most of the data in fact agreed
to within less than 2%. Due to the non-magnetic nature of the substrate, we can also
compare the trapped field method data to the M-H data from the University of Leuven;
these data agree to within 10% [113]. While this agreement is not as close as the agreement
between the two sets of HC1 values from William & Mary, it is important to remember
that HC1 measurements are extremely sensitive to sample alignment; the William & Mary
data for both methods were taken at the same time, removing any potential di↵erences
due to alignment.
Comparison Between SQUID and VSM/SQUID Data
We compared the University of Geneva 2 K measurement on Sample 124 to William
& Mary data from both the M-H method and the trapped field method, as shown in
Figure 4.8 (a) and (b), respectively. There is a 20.3% di↵erence between the HC1 value
obtained at the University of Geneva (515 Oe) and the M-H William & Mary data (650
Oe), while the trapped field method (530 Oe) shows much better agreement - there is
only a 2.9% di↵erence between the two values. This further supports the above discussion
regarding the use of the trapped field method in SQUID measurements, although the
slightly higherHC1 value from the trapped field SQUID data may indicate that this method
does not completely remove the e↵ects of magnetic response from the substrate. Even so,
by accounting for the e↵ects of trapped flux in the thin film sample itself and the majority
of the induced magnetic field in the substrate, it is possible to obtain an HC1 value that
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is reproducible by a completely di↵erent measurement technique.
FIG. 4.8: Comparison of VSM/SQUID data from the University of Geneva (thick solid line)
and SQUID data via the (a) traditional M-H method (solid dots) and (b) trapped field method
(right axis, circles with centered dots) from the College of William & Mary. The thin horizontal
line at 0 emu on the right axis in (b) indicates zero trapped field; deviation from this line occurs
at HC1.
4.3.4 Conclusions
The SQUID data from William & Mary presented here shows that, particularly when
a film is grown on a substrate with a magnetic response, the trapped field method for
determining HC1 in thin films, as outlined in Bohmer et al. [88] is more accurate than
the traditional M-H method. Simply looking for the point at which the magnetization
deviates from the Meissner slope does not account for flux trapped within the film nor
for any induced magnetic response in the substrate, even if it is itself not inherently
magnetic. While we have shown that traditional M-H data can be reproduced on di↵erent
SQUID instruments to within 10%, both trapped flux and substrate e↵ects can falsely
increase HC1, making the measurements seem unreliable when comparing to measurements
made using other instrumentation, such as VSM/SQUID. The reported agreement of only
2.9% di↵erence between the VSM/SQUID data and the trapped field SQUID data again
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indicates that use of the trapped field method - with careful sample alignment - gives a
more accurate and highly reproducible HC1 value.
4.4 Stoichiometry and Thickness Dependence of Su-
perconducting Properties of Niobium Nitride Thin
Films
4.4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 1.1.1, the current technology used in linear particle acceler-
ators is based on superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavities fabricated from bulk
Nb, which have smaller surface resistance and therefore dissipate less energy than tra-
ditional non-superconducting copper cavities. These cavities, however, have a material-
dependent accelerating gradient limit (50 MV/m, due to the lower critical field of bulk
Nb, HC1 = 1800 Oe [3]); in order to overcome this fundamental limit, two types of cav-
ity coatings discussed in Section 1.1.2 have been proposed [16, 19, 20]. The second of
these methods uses the well-known critical field enhancement seen in superconducting
films thinner than their London penetration depths in a parallel field geometry; this is
relevant primarily because a thermodynamically stable vortex scenario with strong RF
vortex dissipation exists for films thicker than the London penetration depth, which would











where  0 is the magnetic flux quantum, d is the film thickness, and ⇠ is the coherence
length of the material; this relationship has recently been demonstrated experimentally in
MgB2 thin films [21].
Here, we consider NbN films for use in this type of coating and discuss the relation-
ship between film stoichiometry and superconducting properties, as well as the thickness
dependence of those properties. NbN is an ideal candidate for the SIS model - its critical
field HC (2300 Oe) is higher and its TC (16.2 K) is nearly twice that of Nb [3] - and previous
work [22] has demonstrated that such layered structures using NbN are in fact capable of
shielding underlying bulk Nb [72]. A few studies have explored the relationship between
stoichiometry and critical temperature TC [114–118], but until this work was published in
Reference [15], there had been no careful study of the correlation between stoichiometry
and HC1 in NbN thin films.
4.4.2 Film Growth and Characterization
NbN films were prepared using reactive DC magnetron sputtering in a high-vacuum
system with base pressures in the range of 10 7 Torr. Deposition was carried out using a
99.95%-purity Nb target; all films were grown on commercially-available MgO(100) sub-
strates in order to emulate the insulating layers of the SIS model. We note that due to the
favorable lattice matching between NbN and the chosen substrate, all of the films grew
epitaxially with only the superconducting   phase present. We also note that one sample
was capped with a thin (5 nm) gold overlayer to observe the e↵ect of a protected and/or
smoother surface on the DC superconducting properties of the film. After growth, the
films were characterized ex situ with XRD and SQUID magnetometry.
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4.4.3 Results and Discussion
Table 4.6 lists the lattice parameters, average grain size, and mosaicity measured for
the NbN films as well as the corresponding TC and HC1 values, ordered from smallest
lattice parameter to largest. Highlighted rows are films that showed an enhanced HC1
compared to bulk; the films highlighted in light gray have a lattice parameter between
4.38 A˚ and 4.39 A˚, which was considered an optimal range based on the bulk NbN lattice
parameter (4.395 A˚). A high-angle 2✓-! scan for the 80 nm film, with lattice parameter
4.388 A˚, is shown in Figure 4.9. This scan is representative of all films highlighted in light
gray.














FIG. 4.9: High-angle 2✓-! scan for the 80 nm NbN sample on MgO(100).
We note here that although the 378 nm film (denoted both in Table 4.6 and the follow-
ing figures by a star) was grown to approximate bulk conditions with a thickness greater
than the London penetration depth of NbN ( L = 200 nm), it still showed a slight critical
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TABLE 4.6: Thickness, microstructural information, and superconducting properties of the
films studied here, as well as the corresponding bulk values. Bulk lattice information is from
Reference [72], while superconducting properties are from Reference [3].
Sample Thickness (nm) d (A˚) Grain Size (nm) Mosaicity TC (K) HC1 (Oe)
36 4.349 13.123 1.428 10.98 76
120 4.357 27.754 1.117 9.6 140
121 + 5 Au 4.361 23.829 0.981 13.2 1600
85 4.379 27.507 1.417 13.72 500
378F 4.382 32.979 0.702 10 230
150 4.385 27.710 0.946 14.55 270
100 4.387 33.877 0.790 14.24 350
120 4.388 32.126 0.868 14.75 950
80 4.388 32.128 0.868 14.63 1000
60 4.391 28.586 0.857 14.55 700
Bulk 4.395 – – 16.2 200
field enhancement from the expected bulk value, perhaps due to some underlying rem-
nant strain. The sample highlighted in dark gray showed the best field enhancement - an
increase over bulk of 1400 Oe, 450 Oe more than an uncapped sample of comparable thick-
ness - likely due to the gold overlayer. In addition to protecting the surface from further
degradation after exposure to ambient conditions, such an overlayer has been predicted to
smooth out surface roughness, which would lead to improved DC superconducting perfor-
mance by minimizing magnetic field pinning sites [16]. This result is encouraging, although
an alternative capping layer must be considered in order to also o↵er SRF advantages.
We can now explore the relationship between microstructure and the superconducting
properties of films with comparable lattice parameter, i.e. between 4.38 A˚ and 4.39 A˚, and
consider theHC1 enhancement as a function of film thickness. Figure 4.10(a) shows theHC1
enhancement predicted by Equation 4.5 over the range of film thicknesses given in Table
4.6, with a coherence length of ⇠ = 4 nm [3]. Figure 4.10(b) plots the measured HC1 for
the films, with the theoretical curve shifted to show that, while the enhancement appears
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reduced with respect to the theoretical prediction, it still roughly exhibits the expected
trend. The measured HC1 values are lower than the calculated values because, while theory
assumes perfect bulk-like material, epitaxial thin films exhibit strain and other defects due
to lattice mismatch with the substrate and the specific growth mode that follows the
early nucleation stage, as discussed in Section 3.1. Additionally, as mentioned in Section
3.3.2, the HC1 values measured are underestimates due to the geometric constraints of
DC SQUID measurements, since perfect alignment of the film surface and the applied
field is experimentally very di cult to achieve. In addition, these measurements are also
very surface-sensitive, thus the use of a capping overlayer as discussed above improves DC
performance as indeed we observed.
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FIG. 4.10: (a) Calculated predicted lower critical field (HC1) enhancement for NbN thin films,
with a coherence length of ⇠ = 4 nm. (b) Actual HC1 values for the films considered here, with
the theoretical curve shifted to show that the films fit the trend. The HC1 for bulk NbN, 200
Oe, is marked with a solid black line.
We can also look at the critical temperature, TC , as a function of lattice parameter
and film thickness. As seen in Figure 4.11(a), there is a linear relationship between TC and
the lattice parameter; this agrees well with the trend seen for the same range in lattice
parameters as reported by Wang et al. and Wolf et al. [114, 115]. Figure 4.11(b) shows
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that there is no clear relationship between TC and film thickness; this is unsurprising, as
TC is a bulk property, i.e. for a given stoichiometry, TC does not depend on the thickness
of the sample, as demonstrated in Bacon et al. [118]. The large di↵erence in the TC of
the 378 nm sample (again, denoted by a star) is likely due to increased strain-related film
defects that have propagated throughout the entire thickness of the film. Similar e↵ects
were again seen by Bacon et al., and this conclusion is further supported by the sample
structure - although the lattice parameter in this sample is within the accepted range for
this study, it is somewhat low for such a thick film, which should have achieved a lattice































a)                                          b)
FIG. 4.11: Critical temperature, TC , as a function of (a) lattice constant and (b) thickness.
The bulk value, TC = 16.2 K, is shown as a solid black line. In (a), the linear trend is indicated
by the dashed fit line.
Another microstructure property that can be correlated to HC1 and TC is the grain
size, as calculated from the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the NbN 2✓-! XRD
scans. This is plotted in Figure 4.12, with bulk values again shown as solid black lines. Both
HC1 and TC (Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b), respectively) increase linearly with increasing
grain size, which is expected due to less electron scattering from inter-grain boundaries.
As mentioned previously, the sample with TC ⇡ 10 K is fairly thick and potentially has
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more structural defects, decreasing its superconducting performance.
We also considered the e↵ects of the mosaicity, or amount of disorder in the crystal
grains, of the films on their superconducting properties, but found no strong correlations.
In this case, the size of the grains appears to be of greater importance than their ordering.

































a)                                          b)
FIG. 4.12: (a) Critical field, HC1 and (b) critical temperature, TC as a function of grain size.
4.4.4 Conclusions
The results presented here agree with previous reports indicating that good stoichiom-
etry in general yields a linear trend between lattice parameter of NbN thin films and DC
superconducting properties. When the lattice parameter is controlled, the expected HC1
enhancement for films with thickness below the London penetration depth is also observed.
This information enables the prediction of the quality of future NbN thin films grown un-
der similar conditions and the tailoring of such films for their use in the proposed SIS
multilayer structures.
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4.5 Correlation Between Microstructure and Electronic
Properties of Niobium Nitride Thin Films
4.5.1 Introduction
Section 2.2.2 discussed the importance of the surface resistance Rsurf of supercon-
ducting films, and showed that it is in fact proportional to the normal-state conductivity
(Equation 2.24) of the material. The previous study showed the e↵ect of film thickness
and microstructure on the DC superconducting properties of several NbN thin films, and
here we extend that correlation to electronic properties, including the conductivity and
therefore the surface resistance, of the films.
4.5.2 Four Point Probe Measurements and Calculations
Five NbN films covering a range of thicknesses - 60, 80, 100, 120, and 150 nm -
were chosen from the samples studied in Section 4.4; information about their structural
characterization can be found therein. Using a Veeco FPP 500 Four Point Probe, the
sheet resistance RS of each film was measured five times, each measurement in a di↵erent
location on the film, in order to obtain an average value. A correction factor, calculated
according to the method in [119], was then applied to each average to account for the size
and shape of each film. It should be noted here that the film surfaces were assumed to
be a uniform 1 cm ⇥ 0.5 cm, although each film has an actual surface area slightly less
than that due to surface masking at one end during growth; this masking, though, has a
negligible e↵ect on the sheet resistance calculation, as even a 20% reduction in length only
reduces the correction factor by 1%.
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In the limit of a thin film, the resistivity ⇢ can be calculated by
⇢ = RSt , (4.6)
where t is the film thickness [120]; the conductivity   (denoted as  n in Section 2.2.2) is
then simply given by the standard equation   = 1/⇢. The masking e↵ect described above
may have a slight e↵ect on ⇢, as we cannot be sure that the film is of a uniform thickness
at the edge of the masked area, but the majority of the film will have thickness t.
4.5.3 Results and Discussion
The electrical properties measured for each film are summarized in Table 4.7. There
is a clear thickness dependence for the sheet resistivity of the films that, interestingly, as
shown in Figure 4.13, follows much the same trend as does the HC1 enhancement seen in
thin superconducting films; such a trend is consistent with previous reports on the surface
resistance of thin films [120]. The values for total resistivity are in good agreement with
literature reports on similar NbN films [114, 121], but do not exhibit a similar trend with
thickness (Figure 4.13 inset), contrary to previously-reported results [114]. Examination
of the e↵ects of the microstructure on the electrical properties of the films may, however,
explain this discrepancy.
Figure 4.14 shows the conductivity (the inverse of resistivity) of the films with respect
to their (a) average out-of-plane grain size and (b) mosaicity. In both cases, there is a
clear linear relationship between the microstructure and the conductivity, highlighting the
important role grain boundaries play in determining the electrical properties of a film. It is
well-known that more grain boundaries leads to more electron scattering, making it harder
for electrons to travel through a material [120], thus a film with many small grains will have
a lower conductivity. The mosaicity of a film has an even stronger e↵ect on conductivity
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TABLE 4.7: Electronic properties for the five films studied here.
Sample Thickness (nm) RS (⌦/⇤)a ⇢ (⌦ m)   (S/m)b
150 5.925 8.888⇥10 7 1.125⇥106
120 6.937 8.394⇥10 7 1.191⇥106
100 7.235 7.235⇥10 7 1.382⇥106
80 9.086 7.269⇥10 7 1.378⇥106
60 13.777 8.266⇥10 7 1.210⇥106
a The unit ⌦/⇤ = ⌦/square is independent of length unit. It can also
be written simply as ⌦, although convention dictates the use of ⌦/⇤.
b The siemens (S) is the SI unit for conductance; 1 S/m = 1 ⌦ 1 m 1.
FIG. 4.13: Sheet resistance RS of the five films studied here as a function of thickness. The
light gray dashed line is the HC1 enhancement shown in Figure 4.10, shifted to indicate the
similar trend appearing here. Inset: Resistivity ⇢ of the films as a function of thickness.
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a)                                          b)
FIG. 4.14: Conductivity   of the five films studied as a function of (a) grain size and (b)
mosaicity.
than does grain size - the linear fit of the mosaicity data displays a correlation coe cient
|r| = 0.96, as compared to 0.86 for the grain size data. By a similar grain boundary
argument, more disorder among the grains in a film will increase the resistivity/decrease
the conductivity.
4.5.4 Conclusions
For superconducting films to exhibit the smallest superconducting surface resistance
Rsurf (Equation 2.24) possible, they need small, disordered grains, which goes against the
trends seen between microstructure and DC superconducting performance in the previous
study. There, it was observed that, while mosaicity has no strong e↵ect on TC or HC1 in
NbN films, small grains resulted in a slightly lower TC and a heavily-depressed (although
still greater than bulk) HC1. Selecting the ideal microstructure for NbN cavity coatings
will therefore require a careful balance between the surface resistance and the desired lower
critical field. For SIS multilayer structures, this could require the outer superconducting
layer (the layer with its surface on the interior of the cavity) to have a completely di↵erent
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microstructure than the lower superconducting layers (the layers closer to the bulk Nb
cavity) - small disordered grains in the outermost layer to reduce the surface resistance,
but larger grains on the inner layers to further enhance the lower critical field and better




Niobium Compound Thin Films
5.1 Optically-Induced Insulator-to-Metal Transition
in Niobium Dioxide and Vanadium Dioxide Thin
Films
5.1.1 Introduction
There is a great deal of interest in light-material interactions for applications such
as ultrafast optical switches for telecommunication [122], optical limiters [123, 124], and
other optoelectronic devices [125]. Because constrained geometries have profound e↵ects
on many physical properties in materials, thin films are a popular choice for these types
of applications. In particular, vanadium dioxide (VO2) thin films used as optical switches
have garnered recent attention, due in part to their large change in optical conductivity - 2
orders of magnitude [126, 127] - and even larger change in DC conductivity - at least 4 to
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5 orders of magnitude [128, 129]. Additionally, in 2004, Cavalleri et al. [34] demonstrated
that the light-induced transition from the insulating to the metallic phase, initiated by
hole photo-doping into the valence band with a visible laser, exhibited extremely fast
switching speeds (<100 fs) [29] at very low switching energies (on the order of 1 pJ/µm2)
[130]. However, it was also observed that such films typically exhibited longer recovery
time back to the insulating state (>20 ns) [131], hindering applications requiring faster
ON/OFF/ON transitions.
A related material, niobium dioxide (NbO2), may o↵er a solution. Both materials
undergo an insulator-metal transition (IMT) at a material-dependent critical tempera-
ture, 340 K in VO2 and 1080 K in NbO2. This large di↵erence in critical temperature
may indicate advantageous di↵erences in NbO2, but this material has not been studied
nearly as extensively as VO2. There is well-documented work on the electrically- and
thermally-induced IMT in NbO2 [43–46], but, while some work has been done recently
on the electronic and optical properties [9, 42], the optically-induced IMT had not been
demonstrated in NbO2 until this work was published in Reference [11]. In what follows,
we describe our ultrafast pump-probe studies on NbO2 thin films, which show that not
only can the IMT in NbO2 be induced optically, but also that the fluence needed to drive
the transition at room temperature is lower and the recovery time is much faster than
for VO2, thus enabling additional possibilities for ultrafast optical switching applications.
Furthermore, the results presented here o↵er information that could help untangle the





The thermally-induced IMT in NbO2, like VO2, is accompanied by a structural change
in the lattice from a monoclinic structure at room temperature to a high-temperature rutile
structure [31, 132]. The nature of this transition is the subject of significant study in both
materials [133].
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FIG. 5.1: High-angle 2✓-! scans of the NbO2 (top) and VO2 (bottom) samples studied. The
dashed line indicates the position of the bulk substrate reflection, centered at 2✓ = 41.685 .
The NbO2(440) peak is centered at 2✓ = 37.223 , while the VO2(020) peak is centered at
2✓ = 40.069 .
Both the NbO2 and VO2 films studied were grown on c-plane sapphire substrates
[134]. The NbO2 sample studied was 212 nm thick and covered by a 5.65 nm capping layer
of AlOx to prevent degradation [134]; the VO2 film considered was of comparable thickness
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(101 nm) with no capping layer, since it was previously demonstrated that this material is
robust against degradation. High-angle 2✓-! XRD scans on the samples, shown in Figure
5.1, indicate good crystalline structure in the room-temperature monoclinic phase for both
films [9, 135].
Experimental Setup
The ultrafast laser used in these measurements is described in detail in Section 3.4.2
and shown in Figure 3.12.
Measurements
Pump-probe measurements were made on both the NbO2 and VO2 samples for a
relative delay of 0-2.87 ns with a fixed probe fluence of 3.2 µJ/cm2; full parameters for the
measurements may be found in the appendix. The pump fluence was varied between scans
over a range from 2.2 mJ/cm2 to 422 mJ/cm2 for the NbO2 sample and 17.5 mJ/cm2 to
422 mJ/cm2 for the VO2. Higher fluences were attempted but the scans showed indications
of sample damage and thus are not included here. At fluences lower than 2.2 mJ/cm2,
no transition was observed in the NbO2 film; in the VO2 film, no transition was observed
at fluences lower than 17.5 mJ/cm2, showing that a higher minimum fluence is needed to
drive the transition in VO2 than in NbO2.
5.1.3 Results and Discussion
Experimental Results
The purely electronic component of the IMT that is photoinduced by an ultrashort op-
tical excitation has been detected in VO2 using time-resolved terahertz spectroscopy [136],
IR transmittance measurements [137], and photoelectron spectroscopy (TR-ARPES) [138],
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as well as in the thermally-induced IMT using electron and photoelectron spectroscopy
and microscopy [139]. The detection of this metal-like monoclinic phase, indicative of an
electronic IMT, enables isolation of the purely electronic response (i.e. Mott-Hubbard)
from the response due to the structural IMT (i.e. Peierls) in VO2. This same electronic
component of the photoinduced IMT has been detected for the first time in NbO2, as
shown in Figure 5.2.
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FIG. 5.2: Pump-probe measurements and fits for the lowest fluence at which the IMT was seen
in each material. (a) Fitted data showing the initial response and recovery of the film. Data
are plotted as disconnected points, while fits are solid lines. (b) Same as (a), but for the full
3000 ps delay.
It is important to note that the threshold for detecting the optically-induced elec-
tronic IMT, i.e. the fluence below which no change in reflectivity was seen, in NbO2 is
lower (2.2 mJ/cm2) than in VO2 (17.5 mJ/cm2). Additionally, the initial fast transient
response of the NbO2 is larger than that of the VO2 and remains so until a pump fluence of
70.0 mJ/cm2 (Figure 5.3), at which point the thermal barrier to the structural transition
in VO2 is overcome and the change in reflectance is dominated by the development of the
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metallic rutile phase. This is consistent with previous studies of the ultrafast dynamics
of VO2 thin films that show the response of the film to varying fluences [70, 137, 140], as
well as reports of chaotic behavior at the onset of the structural IMT [141], which can be
seen in the non-uniform change in the VO2 signal at times greater than 5 ps.
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FIG. 5.3: Pump-probe measurements at a pump fluence of 70.0 mJ/cm2, when the structural
transition begins in the VO2 film, causing the signal to become larger than that of the NbO2
film.
Four NbO2 scans covering a range of pump fluences are presented in Figure 5.4 with
the corresponding fit parameters listed in Table 5.1 and discussed below. In Figure 5.5,
a scan at a fluence that fully transitions the VO2 is presented; the associated fit param-
eters are also listed in Table 1. It is important to note that in VO2, the structural IMT
completely dominates the response of the film such that it is not possible to detect either
purely electronic processes or electron-phonon scattering processes (t1 and t2 respectively,
described below). Figure 5.6 shows scans of both the NbO2 and VO2 films at 422 mJ/cm2,
just below the damage threshold for both films, normalized to the lowest  R/R for each
sample. It is clear that the NbO2 has a faster initial transient response (tp), or “turn-on”
of the film’s response, than VO2. Further, the NbO2 film exhibits a clear purely electronic
response (t1) even at the highest fluence, while the response of the VO2 is dominated by
the optically-driven structural IMT, rendering the purely electronic IMT practically un-
detectable. This electronic response in the NbO2 film shows a recovery of roughly 70%
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within ⇠5 ps at all fluences before the optically-driven structural IMT becomes evident.
While the electronic IMT has been detected at very low fluences in the optical response
of VO2, the results presented here show that a purely electronic IMT is more readily
isolated from the structural IMT in NbO2 and can be detected optically. This is likely
due to the higher thermal barrier to the structural IMT in NbO2, which requires twice the
fluence required in VO2 to initiate optically (140 mJ/cm2 in NbO2, as discussed below,
compared to 70 mJ/cm2 in VO2, as stated above).
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FIG. 5.4: Scans of NbO2 with pump fluences ranging from 8.8 mJ/cm2 to 422 mJ/cm2. (a) Fit-
ted data showing the initial response and recovery of the film. Data are plotted as disconnected
points, while fits are solid lines. (b) Same as (a), but for the full 3000 ps delay.
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FIG. 5.5: Scan of fully-transitioned VO2. (a) Fitted data showing the initial response of the
film. Data are plotted as disconnected points, while fits are solid lines. (b) Same as (a), but
for the full 3000 ps delay.
TABLE 5.1: Fit parameters for the scans shown in Figures 5.2, 5.4, and 5.5. The two highlighted
columns correspond to the plots shown in Figure 5.6.
NbO2 VO2 NbO2 VO2
(Fig. 5.2) (Fig. 5.2) (Fig. 5.4) (Fig. 5.5)
2.2 17.5 8.8 35 140 422 422
Fluence mJ/cm2 mJ/cm2 mJ/cm2 mJ/cm2 mJ/cm2 mJ/cm2 mJ/cm2
A0 -0.22 -0.10 -0.42 -0.76 -3.00 -3.30 -6.30
toff (ps) 2.85 3.00 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 3.00
tp (ps) 0.35 0.55 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.55
A1 0.0007 0.0004 0.0007 0.0007 0.0007 0.0007 0
t1 (ps) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 –
A2 0.000375 0.0004 0.000275 0.000225 0 0 0
t2 (ps) 14 0.7 11 6 – – –
A3 0.0001 0.00035 0.000075 0.000012 0.000012 0.000016 0.0015
t3 (ps) 8500 -20,000 8500 8500 -16,000 -20,000 -16,000
RMS 0.000504 0.000692 0.000610 0.001036 0.002508 0.003119 0.022419
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FIG. 5.6: Normalized scans of NbO2 and VO2 at 422 mJ/cm2, the highest fluence achieved
without damaging the samples. (a) Fitted data showing the initial response of the films. Data
are plotted as disconnected points, while fits are solid lines. (b) Same as (a), but for the full
3000 ps delay.
Data Fitting and Analysis
Using an analysis typical of pump-probe studies [33], experimental time-resolved op-
tical reflectivity data were analyzed using a three-time-constant fit given by:
 R
R



























where Erf is the standard error function, used here to model the initial fast transient
response of the film. The time designated by toff represents the delay from the start of
the scan to the initial transient response, while the time constant tp is related to both
the laser pulse-width and the rate of the initial fast transient response of the film to
the ultrashort laser pulse. While all of the parameters are initially free, both toff and
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tp are in fact constant for a given sample, as neither the o↵set nor the pulse-width are
fluence-dependent. Therefore any changes in toff and tp are due to the di↵erent initial fast
transient response of the two materials and, potentially, small changes in the position of
the pump and probe beams from sample to sample. The time constants t1, t2, and t3 are
related to the scattering and relaxation processes following absorption of the ultrashort
laser pulse [142, 143] and are described in more detail below. The constant A0 sets the
overall scaling of the fit to the experimental data and increases with increasing fluence,
while A1, A2, and A3 allow for scaling of the e↵ects from the di↵erent processes described
below.
At 800 nm (1.55 eV), the laser pulse energy is absorbed by the electrons and pro-
duces a nonequilibrium between the e↵ective temperature of the electrons and the lattice
(phonons) of the material. The time constant t1 describes scattering processes only within
the electronic system (i.e. e-e scattering) and results in a redistribution of energy within
the electron system on a timescale of hundreds of femtoseconds. As is the case for toff
and tp, the time constant t1 and its scaling factor A1 are constant for a given sample,
since the relevant processes do not depend, or are weakly dependent, on the amount of
energy deposited by the pump pulse. The exception to this is for the measurements on
VO2 at the highest fluence (Figure 5.5) where the structural IMT completely dominates
the response. On a slightly longer timescale, the time constant t2 describes scattering
between the electrons and phonons (e-p scattering) and the resulting transfer of energy to
the lattice. As the fluence increases, both t2 and the associated scaling factor A2 decrease.
These e↵ects are likely caused by the new phonon spectrum due to the change of the
lattice structure as the energy density becomes high enough to begin driving the struc-
tural IMT. The third time constant, t3, describes slower processes that, at lower fluences,
are dominated by the recovery of the excited film, with most of the NbO2 remaining in
the monoclinic structure and the hot carriers relaxing back to the nominal distribution
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of the room temperature insulating phase. It is likely that the incomplete recovery of
the transient reflectance response at lower fluences is indicative of microscopic regions of
the metallic rutile phase of NbO2. The formation and growth of microscopic regions of
rutile phase within the insulating matrix has been studied previously in VO2 by nearfield
[144, 145] and farfield [128] optical measurements, and is expected to also occur in the
structural IMT of NbO2. At fluences of 140 mJ/cm2 and above, A2 goes to zero and t3
becomes negative. While mathematically this would indicate that the A3 term diverges
with increased delay time, physically this indicates the beginning of growth of the metallic
rutile phase, i.e. that su cient energy is transferred to the phonon system to drive the
more complete structural transformation associated with the thermally-driven structural
IMT. Note that each of the free parameters (t2, A2, t3, A3) was varied programmatically in
an iterative process to minimize the RMS of the least square fit as listed in Table 5.1. To
test the sensitivity of the fit, the RMS was computed for a ±10% change from the optimal
for each free parameter. The results of this sensitivity study are presented in Table 5.2,
and indicate the reliability of the fit.
TABLE 5.2: Results of the sensitivity study on Equation 5.1, showing the percent change in
the RMS value of the fit after changing the given parameter by ±10%.
t1 A2 t2 A3 t3
+10% 0.51% 4.9% 0.12% 2.4% 0.08%
 10% 1.7% 4.0% 0.04% 5.3% 0.12%
5.1.4 Conclusions
The ultrafast pump-probe studies presented here show for the first time that, as in
VO2, the IMT of NbO2 can be induced optically. More important is the existence of a
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clear electronic response in the NbO2 film that can be optically detected and that recovers
within picoseconds at all fluences, showing a strong similarity to the recently-discovered
monoclinic metallic phase in VO2 [136–139]. NbO2 films, however, show a significantly
faster electronic recovery than VO2 films, indicating that thin films of NbO2 may be better
suited for all-optical ultrafast switching applications. It is also important to note that the
IMT of the NbO2 films can be optically excited with a lower fluence (2.2 mJ/cm2) than VO2
(17.5 mJ/cm2). This lower minimum fluence further indicates that the optical response of
NbO2 can be driven more e ciently in ultrafast switching applications where the higher
fluence needed to transition the VO2 could be damaging to other components. Our results
show that the ultrafast electronic response in NbO2 was evident all the way up to the
damage threshold, indicating that this material could provide robust ultrafast switching
over a large dynamic range of operation. In addition, the slightly faster initial response of
the NbO2 films could provide an advantage over VO2 in devices requiring somewhat faster
OFF/ON switching times. Of further interest is the combination of NbO2 and VO2 thin
films in optoelectronic devices - the NbO2 will switch o↵ in less than 10 ps, while the VO2
will still be metallic, not switching o↵ for ⇠20 ps, o↵ering the possibility of combining
them in double-function optical switches or memory devices.
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5.2 Reflection and Transmission of Niobium Dioxide
Thin Films During the Insulator-to-Metal Tran-
sition
5.2.1 Introduction
When VO2 becomes metallic, it absorbs more light at 800 nm than in its insulating
state [49]; because of the similarities discussed above between VO2 and NbO2, we expect
a similar change in absorption as the NbO2 begins to transition to its metallic state.
While equipment limitations precluded simultaneous reflection and transmission studies
to directly calculate the absorption of the NbO2, transmission studies by themselves will
provide evidence of any increased absorption. We therefore modified the experimental set-
up used in the previous work (see Section 3.4.2 for details) to perform the first transmission
studies on the IMT in NbO2 to further investigate the optically-induced IMT and explore
potential advantages for its use in application.
5.2.2 Results and Discussion
Consistent with the results discussed in Section 5.1.3, the NbO2 film first exhibits an
electronic transition at a lower fluence than VO2 and displays a larger initial fast transient
response. In reflection, as the structural transition was induced in VO2, its response
became much larger than that of the NbO2, but in transmission, as shown in Figure 5.7,
the NbO2 continues to display a larger response than the VO2, even when the VO2 is fully-
transitioned to the metallic state. It is worth nothing here, however, that the absolute
percent change in transmission is still larger for VO2 than NbO2; the insulating state of
VO2 is much more transmissive than that of the NbO2, resulting in a smaller  T/T signal.
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FIG. 5.7: Scans of NbO2 and VO2 at the highest fluence achieved without sample damage. At
this fluence, the VO2 is fully-transitioned to the metallic state.
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FIG. 5.8: Scans of NbO2 in reflection (teal) and transmission (black) geometries at two fluences,
(a) 2.2 mJ/cm2 and (b) 35 mJ/cm2. Data are plotted as disconnected points, while fits are
solid lines. It is clear that there is good agreement between the fit and both reflection and
transmission data.
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The NbO2 transmission data were fit using Equation 5.1. As in the previous study
on reflection data, all of the parameters are initially free, but tp and toff are the same for
a given sample. Additionally, the time constants t1, t2, and t3 are the same in reflection
and in transmission for a given fluence, as one would expect for measurements made on
the same sample, for all but the very highest fluence. Data and fits in both reflection and
transmission from two representative fluences, 2.2 mJ/cm2 and 35 mJ/cm2, are presented
in Figure 5.8, showing the very good agreement between the data and the fit.
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FIG. 5.9: Scans of NbO2 at the highest fluence at which the transition was observed in both
reflection and transmission geometries. (a) Fitted data showing the initial response of the film.
Data are plotted as disconnected points, while fits are solid lines. (b) Same as (a), but for the
full 3000 ps delay.
As noted above, the time constants for reflection and transmission were not found
to be the same for the highest-fluence measurements on the NbO2; the data for these
measurements are shown in Figure 5.9, with fits using the time constants from the reflection
data plotted in Figure 5.9(a). It is clear that such time constants do not match the
transmission data: the initial fast transient response fit (time constant tp) does not agree
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with the data, and neither do the e-e and e-p scattering fits (t1 and t2, respectively). The
time scale on which this occurs - no more than a few picoseconds - indicates that there
is an additional electronic process or processes taking place in the NbO2 film that for
which the existing model does not account, and the electronic recovery of only 50% in the
transmission data (as compared to 70% in reflection) indicates electronic behavior not seen
in the structurally-insulating state. The slight oscillation seen in the full-track data shown
in Figure 5.9(b) is likely due to variations in the laser over time, as each measurement
took approximately 7 hours to complete (see appendix for details).
5.2.3 Conclusions
In short, transmission studies on NbO2 provide further evidence for an electronically-
driven light-induced IMT in NbO2. Additionally, the fractional change in transmission in
NbO2 is larger at all fluences than that seen in VO2, indicating possible advantages for
optical limiters and other applications. These results, combined with those from Section
5.1, show that ultrafast studies on NbO2 thin films may contribute a great deal to the




The work presented in this dissertation has focused on developing a better under-
standing of electron correlations and the results thereof in Nb and Nb-based compound
thin films. While the electron correlations themselves in bulk Nb and many of its bulk
superconducting compounds are well-understood, there is less understanding of how the
constraints inherent in all thin films a↵ect the resulting properties of these materials. Sim-
ilarly, there is very little work on the electron correlations in NbO2, much less the resulting
properties.
There is a great deal of interest in enhancing the superconducting properties of thin
films for many applications, including SRF cavity coatings. Our studies have shown that
both Nb and NbN films exhibit the highest HC1 values when their out-of-plane lattice
parameter is as close to bulk as possible; in fact, NbN films thinner than the London pen-
etration depth with a bulk-like lattice parameter exhibit an HC1 greater than that of bulk
NbN, in good agreement with existing theory. We have also shown that other supercon-
ducting properties such as the superconducting gap  (0) in Nb and the superconducting
surface resistance Rsurf of NbN are strongly a↵ected by the grains within a film - small,
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disordered grains increase the gap and decrease the surface resistance.
While our work did not show a consistent route to enhanced TC in di↵erent types
superconducting thin films, there is recent work that has demonstrated the possibility
of increasing TC above bulk values in many superconductors by using stacked structures
of superconducting-insulating layers, similar to those used in the SIS model discussed
in Chapters 1 and 4, to modify the net dielectric constant of the structure [146, 147].
It is thus potentially possible to almost completely control the electronic and therefore
superconducting properties in future thin films by careful control of their microstructure.
The ultrafast pump-probe studies discussed in Chapter 5 were the first of their kind
on NbO2 and showed that the insulator-to-metal transition can be optically induced in
that material. Of even greater scientific import, these studies show that NbO2 displays a
fast (⇠2 ps) strong electronic recovery at all fluences, as compared to VO2, in which this
electronic behavior is almost completely dominated by the e↵ects of the structural tran-
sition. Such separation of the electronic and structural transition allows for independent
investigation into the two components of the transition.
There are countless opportunities for further measurements on the light-induced IMT
in NbO2: measurements at wavelengths other than the 800 nm used here and simultaneous
reflection and transmission studies are among the most straightforward, and could pro-
vide an experimental understanding of the electronic properties of the high-temperature
metallic state, which have not yet been studied. Ultrafast structural studies, similar to
those already performed on VO2 [33], would yield information about the dynamics of the
light-induced transition in NbO2, and repeating any of the aforementioned measurements
on NbO2 films of di↵erent thicknesses or grown on di↵erent substrates would show the
e↵ects of film microstructure on the transition. Data from such studies would ultimately
allow for a greater theoretical understanding of the mechanism behind the IMT, and could
potentially help resolve the decades-long debate over the nature of such transitions.
APPENDIX
Pump-Probe Measurement Details
This appendix lists the settings and parameters used in the pump-probe measurements
discussed in Chapter 5. Each measurement was divided into four sections of varying
resolution; as the relative delay between pump and probe beams increased, the step size
and averaging time per step was decreased to keep the total measurement time somewhat
reasonable; even so, each measurement ran for approximately 7 hours. The sections of the
scans are defined by the position on the delay stage, given in mm, where the start of the
scan (t = 0 ps) is 585.25 mm and the end of the scan is 0 mm. The time constant for the
lock-in amplifier was 300 ms, although the sensitivity of the lock-in varied with fluence.
TABLE .1: Scan parameters for all pump-probe measurements discussed in Chapter 5.
Section Number Section Start Section End Step Size Averaging Time
Position (mm) Position (mm) µm (s)
1 585.25 584 2 10
2 584 550 100 10
3 550 300 2000 12
4 300 0 5000 15
100
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